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AERODYNAMIC STABILITY AND DRAG CHARACTERISTICS OF
A PARALLEL :BURN/SRM ASCENT CONFIGURATION AT
MACH NUMBERS FROM 0.6 TO 4.96
By J. Frank Sims and Thomas Hamilton
ABSTRACT
Experimental aerodynamic investigations were conducted in the NASA/MSFC
l4-Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel during March 1972 on a .003366 scale model of
a solid rocket motor version of the space shuttle ascent configuration. The
configuration consisted of a parallel burn solid rocket motor booster on an
external H-O centerline tank orbiter. Six component aerodynamic force and
moment data were recorded over an angle of attack range from -100 to 100 at
zero degrees sideslip and over a sideslip range from -100 to 100 at 00 , +60
and _60 angle of attack. Mach number ranged from 0.6 to 4.96.
The purpose of the test was to define the performance and stability
characteristics of the complete ascent configuration and build-up, and to
determine the effects of variations in tank diameter, orbiter incidence, fair-






















speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
pressure coefficient; (Pl - p=)/q
Mech number; Vie
pressure; N/m2, pSf
dynemic pressure; 1/2pv2, N/m2, pst
unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
engle of attack, degrees
angle of sideslip, degrees
angle of yaw, degrees
engle of roll, degrees
mess density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
base aree; m2,ft2
BREF ~1ng spen or reference span; m' ft
reference length or wing mean
aerodYnemic chord; m, ft
~ing area or reference aree; m2, ft2
moment reference point
moment reference point on X axis
moment reference point on Y axis









































CAF fore body axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
CLM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qSJREF .
CYN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
qSb
CBL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling momentqSb
Stability-Axis System
fore body drag coefficient; CD - C~
side-force coefficient· side force
, qS
pitChing-moment coefficient; ~itch1ng moment
qS1RF;F























ADDITIONS TO SADSAC NOMENCLATURE
FOR





















angle of attack measured to the H-O tank
longitudinal centerline, degrees.
orbiter fuselage incidence angle measured
from the H-O tank longitudinal centerline,
positive nose up; degrees.
solid rocket motor circumferential posi-
tion angle, measured from the H-O tank
horizontal centerline (see figure 6);
degrees.
derivative of normal force coefficient
with respect to alpha, (alpha =*5 );
per degree.
derivative of pitching moment coefficient
with respect to alpha (alpha = %5 ); per
degree.
derivative of side force coefficient with
respect to beta (beta = Z5 ); per degree.
derivative of yawing moment coefficient
with respect to beta (beta = Z5 ); body
axis system; per degree.
derivative of rolling moment coefficient
with respect to beta (beta = =5 ); body
axis system; per degree.
longitudinal position of the aerodynamic
center or neutral point of static longi-
tudinal stability, as a fraction of body
length
[XMRP/lB - (Cmj~G) (c/l B)]
longitudinal position of the aerodynamic
center or neutral point of static direc-
tional stability, as a fraction of body
length
[XMR~/lB - (Cn,/Cyp) (b/LB)]
H-O tank length to model base (see
figure 4)
ADDITIONS TO SADSA,C NOMENCLATURE
FOR
MSFC TWT TEST NO. 534
( Continued)
SYMBOL















forebody axial force coefficient at zero
alpha.
orbiter base-force coefficient,
- Abo (Pb - Poo)/qS
o
solid rocket motor base-force coefficient,
- Ab (Pb - Poo)/qS
s s
H-O tank base-force coefficient,
- AbH¢ (PbH¢ - Poo)/qS
total base-force coefficient,
CA + CA + CAbo bs bH¢
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
The various model components tested are listed below. Table II details
the combinations of the components tested. Table III gives pertinent dimen.-
sional information for each component while Figures 2 through 9 depict the
various components. Solid rocket motor position and orbiter incidence angle














346-inch diameter H-O tank
400-inch diameter H-O tank
346-inch diameter H-O tank with
cylindrical base
Baseline booster, two 156-inch·
diameter solid-rocket motors
oSl with 7 flare added at base
Sl with nose fa ired to H-O tank
Two 525-ft2 fins, r= 450
One 525-ft2 fin, r= 00 base position,
One 525-ft2 fin, r= 00 mid position,
All dimensions for models constructed for this test were obtained from
l/lOO-scale drawings of the 040C-2 and 048 ascent configurations dated
3 March 1972, supplemented by basic dimensional data supplied by MSC.
The orbiter model is not an exact scaled reproduction of the 040C-2.
An 0.002456-scale model of the GAC H-33 orbiter was used as a base for devel-
oping the test model. An 040C-2 wing and V-tail stabilizer were added to this
basic body.
The orbiter wing was mistakenly attached at an incidence angle of -1.5
degrees rather than the baseline +1.5 degrees. All data used from this
report should be corrected for this error.
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPITON
The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter-
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from
storage to either vacuum or at~ospheric conditions. A Mach number range
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections.
The transonic section permits testing.~t Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 t~ough 5.85. Mach numbers.
between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed'contour
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
Mach number in .25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -400F dew
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocatipg unit driven
by a 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where th~ air temperature can be controlled from
ambient to approximately l800F. The air then passes through the test section
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraul1call~ controlled pitch sector
that provides a total angle of attack .range of 200 ·(flOo ). Sting offsets are




1. MOMENT REFERENCE CENTER (See Figure 10)










48 in 0.1616 in



























REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.6 4.5/FT 3.93 1000 (Nominal)
0.8 5.4 5.85 1000
0.9 5.8 6.72 1000
1.1 6.1 7.92 1000
1.2 6.1 8.29 1000
1. 96 7.1 10.20 1000
2.74 4.7 6.36 1300
4.96 5.1 3.07 1300
























* Zero shifts occurred during run 124 (dis R65020) on balance 1/231. All


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE III. DIMmSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT: WING, DOUBLE DELTA
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: ..;;;MS;;;,;C;....;;.;ORB=m~R~04;..;..;;.OC~-..;;2 _
DRAWING NUMBER:
DIMENSIONS: THEORETICAL ACTUAL MEASURED




Span (equivalent) 1047~2 3.525
Aspect Ratio 1.814 1.874
Rate of Taper 0_1(11 (I 'II-.
Taper Ratio 0.11>1 0.101
D1ehedral Angle, degrees ~ 15 -I ,
Incidence Angle, degrees 1.5 1.5
Aerodynam1 c Twist, degrees
Toe-In Angle
Cant Angle
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 75/35 75/35Leading Edge
Trailing Edge -19.591 -19.. 591
0.25 Element Line .
Chords: 1367.8Root ~Wing Sta. 0.0) 4.602
Tip, equivalent) 138.28 0.465
MAC 78S.386 2.644
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC






Span, (equivalent) 843.2 2.838
Aspect Ratio 2.039 2.039
Taper Ratio, 0.14s 0.145
Chords
Root 950.135 3.198
Tip 138. Z3 0.465
MAC 523.645 1,763
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.l. of .25 MAC
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TABLE III. DIMENSIONAL DATA (CONTINUED)
MODEL COMPONENT: ''v'' TAIL STABILIZER































Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC



















TABLE III. DIMENSIONAL DATA (C@NTINUED)
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - Tl,;;.;.;~----------~----------
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 346-INCH.DIAMETER H-O TANK
DRAWING NUMBER:
THEORETICAL ACTUAL MEASURED
DIMENSIONS: P'ULL-~CALE K>DEL SCALE K>DEL~SCALE
IN/IN IN/IN2 IN/IN
Length 1815 6.109 6.120
Max. Width 346 1.165 1.165




Max. Cross-Sectional 94,025 1.066 1.066
Planform
Wetted
Base 94,025 1. 066 1. 066
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TABLE III. DIMENSIONAL DATA (CONTINUED)









400 INCH DIAMETER H-O TANK .
THEORETICAL



























'l'ABLE III. -nnastONAL DATA (CONTINUED)
FIN (F1, r2, F3)
/'
,
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: FINS FOR BASELINE H-O TANK Tl
DRAWING NUMBER:



















Root (Wing Sta.O.O) ,
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC
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TABLE III. DD1ENSIONAL DATA (CONCWDED)
r«>DEL COMPONENT: .::.:BO:..:D:-:.Y_-_.;;;..S_~ _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 156-INCH DIAMETER SOLID ROCKET BODY
(See figure 5 for Sl and S2 base configurations, figure 7 for description
of 83 nose fairing)
---------------------------
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TABLE IV. INDEX TO MODEL FIGURES
FIGURE TITLE PAGE
l. Axis System 22
2. Reference 1/100 Scale Dwg. MSC-SDD dated 2328 Feb. 1972 (Orbiter Configuration 040C-2)
3. Reference 1/100 Scale Dwg. MSC-SSD dated 24
3 March 1972 (SRM Parallel :&1rn Launch
Configuration)
4. H-O Tanks Tl and T2 25
5. Solid Rocket Motors (Sl' S2' S3) 26
6. Solid Rocket Motor (SRM) Locations 27
7. Solid Rocket Motor S3 (Fairing Added to Sl) 28
8. Fins Fl' F2, F3 29
9. Fin Locations 30
10. Moment Reference Center, Orbiter and Solid 31Rocket Motor Locations
ll. Configuration TlQllnstalled in MSFC 14 x 14 32
Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel
12. Configuration T101Ealnstalled in MSFC 14 x 14 33









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































P LOT TED DATA
Tabulations of the plotted data and corresponding
source data are available from SADSAC Operations.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.40
-12 -10
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 6 8 10 12
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1865DC1) 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865002) n MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865004) 8 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH








-1.500 21 .000 0.000
-1.500 21.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION






















































~." V" , to-~ ...... h. -t Ito-





- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 8 8 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 11
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 1101
NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 110151





















MACH .80 PAGE 2
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.40
-12 -10 - 8
- 6 - .. - 2 o 2 6 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONf'IGVRATION DESCRIPTION
(11650011 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(11650021 n MS"C TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(11650041 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

























MACH .90 PAGE 3
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-to - 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 6 8 10 12







MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH


















MACH 1. 10 PAGE 4
CGNFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECT GN LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS (346 INCH TANK)
12108I42o24
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
I810










~ /' 0 ~- -a~ .-'
~ r-- --.,;:; ~
./"'-/v/' --c:




















































PATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1B65 001 ) 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B65 002) Zl NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865004). 8 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

























MACH 1. 20 PAGE 5
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- 6 - 4 - I o 2 6 8 10 11
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH


















MACH 1.97 PAGE 6
















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.40
-12 -to
- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 6 8 10 II!
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I B65001) 0 MSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH fl
I B65002) II MSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH flOl
IB65004; 0 MSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH flOI51





















MACH 2.74 PAGE 7




















































- 8 - 6 -. - 2 D 2 6 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYN80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18l1S0Dl) 0 NSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
18UODI) ZI NSFC TWT 154 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
18l150a.) 8 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH





























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10







MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

























MACH .60 PAGE 9












































-aD - 8 - e .., .. - 2 o 2 .. e 8 10 II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYN80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8UDD11 (.) NSFC TWT 5:14 . SHUTTLE L~UNCH H
(S65DD21 II NSFC TWT 5:14 SHUTTLE LA'llfICH nOI
(B65DD41 8 NSFC TWT 5:14 SHUTTLE LAUNCH HOUI






























































DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
/865DOI' 0 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
/ 865(02) ZS MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865004) 8 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
/865 DU) MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
ANGLE OF
RE~ERENCE INFORMATION




















-1.500 21 .ooc 0.000 .
-1.500 21.000 0.000
8 10 S2
MACH .90 PAGE 11













NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
ANGLE OF
RE~ERENCE INFORNATION


































































































-se -so - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 6 8 10 se
ANGLE elF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OAT.< SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORSIN THETS BETA
IB6S0011 9 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 11 0.000(865002) MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOI -1.500 0.000
1865004 ) 8 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOISI -1.500 21.000 0.00018650121 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n01S1FI -1.500 21 .000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORHATION







MACH 1.20 PAGE 13













































- 8 - . - 4 - 2 o 2 8 aD II







MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

























MACH 1.97 PAGE 14









































- 8 - 8 - 4 - I o 2 8 8 10 II
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYN80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBIN THETS BETA
/8650011 ~ NSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n 0.000/8650021 NSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOl -1.500 0.000
/8650041 8 NSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOl Sl -1.500 21.000 0.000/ B6~D121 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -1.500 21.000 0.000
R~FERENCE INFORMATION







MACH 2.74 PAGE 15
u&0•42o- 2- 4- .- ..,10











































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865001 ) (.) MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865002) II MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865004) 8 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH






















MACH 4.96 PAGE 16
CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS (346 INCH TANK)
1210B•2a- 2- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- 8-10



























































MSFC TWT 554 SNUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

























MACH .60 PAGE 17
C~NFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS (346 INCH TANK)




















































-Ie -10 - 8 -. - 4 - e o e 4 6 8 Ie
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYN80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(86'001) 0 NSFC TWT '34 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl
(8e'002) II NSFC TWT.34 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOt




-1. 'DO Il.DDD 0.000
-1.'OD 21.000 D.ODD
REFERENCE INFORMATION







MACH .80 PAGE 18


























































- 8 - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 e • 1D
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBIN THETS BETA
(865D011 t1 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n 0.000(865002) MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOI -1.500 0.000(8650041 8 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOI SI '. -1.500 21.000 0.000(865D121 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOlSlF1 -1.500 21.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION







MACH .90 PAGE 19
CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS (346 INCH TANK)
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-Ie -10 -. - 8 - 4 - II o II 4 8 8 10 II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865001) 0 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(86500e) II MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865004) 0 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH






















MACH 1. 10 PAGE 20


























































ANGLE OF ~TTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -so - B - fl - 4 - 2 o 2 fl 8 so






NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

























MACH 1.20 PAGE 21
CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS (346 INCH TANK)























































-10 - . -. - 4 - I! o I! 4 • II!







MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

























MACH 1.97 PAGE 22


















































- 8 - 8 -. - 2 o 2 8 8 10 12
DATA SET 5YNBOL CONFIGURATION DE-SCRIPTION
(B65001) 0 NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n
(865002) n NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOl
(B65004) 8 NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOlsl







































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18650011 C) MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
1865002 I n "SFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865004) 0 ..sFC NT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(8650121 0 "SFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE. LAUNCH




TlOlSl -1.500 11.000 0.000
TlOlS1F1 -1.500 21.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION







MACH 4.96 PAGE 24


































































MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
ANGLE elF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ORB IN THETS BEU
Tl 0.000
HOI -1.500 0.000
HOlSl -1.500 21 .000 0.000
HOlS1F1 -1.500 21.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION







MACH .60 PAGE 25






















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(SUDOl 1 0 NSFC TWT '54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TI
(SUDD21 ZI MSFC TWT '54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOI
(Sll'DD41 8 MSFC TWT '54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOISI
(SU0121 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
ANGLE OF
REFERENCE INFORMATION























12lD•fI..2o- 2-.- fI- .-10































































DATA SET SYltBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865001) f.) ItSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865002) ZI ItSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865004) 8 ItSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865012) ItSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH




HOlS1 -1.500 21.000 0.000
T10151F1 -1.500 21.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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-lD - e - 6 -. - e o e 6 e 10 u







MSFC TWT 5;'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5U SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

























MACH 1. 10 PAGE 28
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.DO
-12 -10







MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

























MACH 1.20 PAGE 29










































































- 8 - II - 4
- 2 o 2 4. II 8 lO I.
DATA SET SYN80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865001) 0 NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
18650021 II NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865004) 8 NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(8650121 NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH




n01SI -1.500 21.000 0.000
n01SIF1 -1.500 21.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORNATION







MACH 1.97 PAGE 30
121082o- 2- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- II- .-10


























































DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18650Dl1 0 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n
(8650021 :a NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOI
(865004 I 8 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n0151


















MACH 2.74 PAGE 31
CONFIGURhTION BUILD-UP EFFECT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS (346 INCH TANK)































































- I - I -. - I o I 8 8 10 II






MSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- ~ r-.. .. ,.
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-
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10 - 8 - e - 4 - 2 o 2 e e 10 12






NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH


















SREF •• 8950 SQ. IN
LREF 2.6•• 0 IN.
BREF 3.5250 IN.
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CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS (346 INCH TANK)
























































- 8 - 41 -. - 2 o 2 6 e &0 U!
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DEsCRIPTION
(BUDDI) 0 HSFe NT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH Ta
(Ba5DD2) Zl HSFC NT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH TaOI
(Ba5DD.) 0 HSFC NT n. SHUTTLE LAUNCH TaOISI











SREF •• 8950 SQ. IN
LREF 2.6•• 0 IN.
BREF 5.5250 IN.
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ll!10862aI!- .- 8- 8-10
























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865001) () MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865002) II MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
18650041 8 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865012) MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH




n01SI -1.500 21.000 0.000
n01SIF1 -1.500 21.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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0.- -~ "'V ~~A. A. A.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION.
1B65DDI 1 0 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
1B650021 ZI MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB650041 8 MSFc TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB650121 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH




n01S1 -1.500 21 .000 0.000
nOlS1FI -1.500 21.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-lD
- I - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 10 12






NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFe TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 • 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






NSFC TWT 584 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
HSFC TWT 584 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 584 SHUTTLE LAUNCH








































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 6 8 10 12
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B6500J) 0 NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE L4UNCH 11
(B65 002) Zl NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 1101
(B65004) 8 NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 110151





-1.500 21.000 . 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.50 -.55 -.40.05.10..,.20.25.50























































NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.55 .50 .15 .eo .15 .SO '.05 .00 -.05 -.SO -.15 -.10 -.15 -.50 -.55 -.40







NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n
NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOI
NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOlsl




















seA LE 0 .0054











































.55 .50 .25 .20 .15 .&0 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.50 -.55 -.40
P ITCH I NG MOMENT COEFF IClENT, ClM
DATA SET SYII80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18650011 0 IISFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
18650021 n IISFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
18650041 8 IISFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.40 .55 .50 .15 .10 .15 . .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.10 -.15 -.50 -.55 -.40







MSFC TWT 5a4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5a4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5a4 SHUtTLE LAUNCH
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.00 -.05 -.10 -.&5 -.20 -.15 -.50 -.55 -.40.05.&0.15.10.25.50.55













































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I B65001) 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
I B65002) II MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
I B650D4) 8 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
































































-1.2.40 .SD .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.SD -.S5 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CB65001) 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH .
(B65002) ZI MSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B65004) Q MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.40 .55 .50 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.50 -.55 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT •. ClM
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865001) 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH fl
(865002) n MSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH flOI
(865004) 0 MsFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH fl01SI
























































." .'D .1' .10 .a, .10 .0' .00 -.0' -.10 -.1' -.10 -.1' -.'0 -." -.4D







NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-..
-i2 -iD
- 8 - 6 - .. - 2 D 2 4 6 8 iD i2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B65DDlI) 0 NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865005) n NSFe TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-10 -. - 8 -. - I o I • s • 10 11
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETAi DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I B6500, 1 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH flOI
I B65005 1 ZI MSFC TWT 5'. SHUTTLE LAUNCH flOI51
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-so
- 8 - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 so
D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(1165003) 0 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(1165005) n MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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MSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.11
-n -so - , - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 6 , so S2
DATA· SET sYH'OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865003) 0 HSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865005) n HSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 lO l2
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(885005) 0 MSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865005) Z'S MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-12 -10 - . - IS - 4 - 2 o 2 • 10 12
O~TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B6500~) 0 MSFC TWT '1I4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TiOl
(B65005) ZI MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE L~UNCH Ti01S1
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- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 a 2 8 10 SII
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
DATA SET SYN80L CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(885005) () NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(885005) <>ZI NSFC TWT SS4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - . - . - 2 o 2 • 8 10 12
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865005) 0 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865005) Z! NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
















SREF 4.8950 SQ. IN
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CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECT ON LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACT. (346 INCH TANK)
.10
• 11


















































- 8 - 4 - I o It 8 8 10 11






MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TaOI
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TaOISI
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CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECT ON LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACT. (346 INCH TANK)
































































- 8 - 8 - . - 2 o 2 8 8 aD 12
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18650031 0 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
18650051 n MSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - a o 2 8 IG 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET STNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BUDDlI) 0 NSFC TWT ,,14 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BUDD') ZI NSFC TWT ,,14 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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CDNFIGURATIDN BUILD-UP EFFECT ON LATERAL/OIRECTIDNAl CHARACT. (346 INCH TANK)
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-.1.-ll~ -lD - 8 - IS -. - 2 o 2 • 6 8 10 12
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DE!>CRlPTION
I B65 DDS) 0 HSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
I B65DD5) II HSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 8 10 III
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL
IB650051 Cl
I B&5005 1 II
IB650nl <>
CONFJGURATJON DESCRIPTION
NSFC NT 5154 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 5154 'SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP A~~LE. BETA. DEGREES
-.14-1~ -10
- 8
- 6 - .. - 2 o 2 8 10 II!
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865003) 0 MSFC TWT 53" SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOI
18650051 II MSFC TWT 53.. SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOISI













SREF ".8950 SQ. IN
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- 8 - II -. - e o e • II • 10 II






MSFC NT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.12
-11 -10
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 6 8 10 12
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8UOO~) 0 MSFC TWT 5~. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(SUOO,) z:s MSFC TWT 5S. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
















SREF •• 89'0 SQ. IN
LREF 2.6•• 0 IN.
BREF S.'2'0 IN.




















































- 8 - 8 - 4
- 2 o 2 4 8 8 ao u
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES




o MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH HOI
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I'fl
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.12
-12 -aD
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 • 8 10 12
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1B65003) 0 HSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
18650051 Z1 HSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SREF 4.8950 SQ. IN
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CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECT ON LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACT. (346 INCH TANK)



























































-1111 -10 - e - e - .. - I D 2 .. e lD SI
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(SUDD5) 0 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BUDD5) II NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH












REFERENCE INFORMA TJON .
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seiO8II2o- 2-.
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
- II- 8-sa





~~ I...~ It""' I~-















































DATA SET SYIIBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B65DOll) 0 IISFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B65005) ZI IISFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- e - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 8 e 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SY"eOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1865005) 0 "SFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865005) ZI "SFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 10 12
D" TA SE T SYNBOL CONF IGURA TION DESCRIPTION
(B65D03) () NSFC TWT 5:54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH HOI
(B65005) n NSFC TWT 5:54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH HOISI













SREF 4.8950 SQ. IN
LREF 2.6440 IN.
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-10 -. -. - 4 - I a 2 • • aD SI
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IBUDDS) (:) NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IBUDD5) II MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYN (B~DY AXIS)
-..
-.14 -.111 -.10 -.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .12





MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-.11 -.10 -.08 -.De -.04 -.02 .DD .02 .04 .De .De .10 .11 .14
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DATA S~T SYNBOL CONFIGURATION D~SCRIPTION
/865oo1l1 0 NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTL~ LAUNCH nOI
/8115005 I II NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTL~ LAUNCH nossl
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
- .Il! -.10 -.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .12 .14





NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT S1l4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-.14 -.11 -.ID -.DI "-.01 -.04 -.De .DD .De .04 .De .01 .ID .11 .14
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DATA SET STMIOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BUDDS I (.) MSFC NT 5S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BI5DDS I n 14SFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
-..
-.14 -.12 -.10 -.08 -.08 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .04 .08 .08 .10
.12 .14
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1B6'005) 0 NSFC NT '54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
1B6500') II NSFC TWT '54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-.l2 -.lO -.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .DS .08 .lD .l2 .l4
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT~ CYN (BODY AXIS)
DATA SET lIYN80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18650051 0 NlIFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
18650051 n NlIFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8G5DD5) n NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE: LAUNCH nOI
(B85DD5I ZI NsFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE: LAUNCH' nOlSI
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
'BUDD') 0 MlIFC NT ".. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
'BUo05) II MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 D 2 4 6 8 lD 12
DAU SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B6.DI91 0 MSFC TWT '~4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B6.0201 n MSFC TWT '~4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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CDNFIGURATIDN BUILD-UP EFFECT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS (400 INCH TANK)


















































-Ia -10 -. -. -. - 2 o 2 • • • 10 III
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI&URATION DESCRJPTlON
UUOI8) n DATA NOT AVAJLABLE FOR ALL CONDJTlONS
Uuoao) II MSFC TWT ".. SHUrTLE LAUNCH T201






SREF ".89'0 S8. IN
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.4D
-12 -1D - 8 - 6
- 4 - 2 a 2. 8 1D 11
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865019) 0 MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865020) II MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH









SREF 4.8950 SQ. IN
LREF 2.64.D IN.
BREF 1I.525o IN.
·XMRP 1I •• 900 IN.
YMRP 0 .0000 IN •.
ZMRP 0.1616 IN •.
SCALE 0.001l •
MACH . 90 PAGE 83



















































-ao -. -. - 4 - 2 o • 4 • • ao all






NSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH














SREF 4.8950 SII. IN
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 8 10 12
DA TIl SET SYMBOL CONFIGURA TlCN DESCRIPTION
(B650191 0 I4SFC TWT 5S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B650201 Zl MSFC T\lT 5S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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--.-A~ .... -..., fi----~ b.







- 8 - 8 - ..
- I o 2 • • 10 III






NSf'C TWT 'S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 5S. SHUTTLE LAUNCH












SREF 4.8t,0 SQ. IN
LREF 2.6••0 IN.
BREF 5.5250 IN.
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CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS (400 INCH TANK)












































-I. -10 - e - 6 -. -. o I 6 8 10 II
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURA TJON DESCRIFTlON
IB6'0191 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IB6'02DI ZS MSFC TWT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201
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- II - II - 4 - e o e II II aa aR






NSFC TWT 5S. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 5S. SHUTTLE LAUNCH














SREF •• 8950 SQ. IN
LREF 2.6•• 0 IN.
BREF S.5250 IN.











































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - 8 .- 4 - I! o I! 6 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
( B6'0J9' 0 MSFC TWT '54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
( BU020' n MSFC TWT '54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH















SCA LE D. DOH
MACH .60 PAGE 89











































-I. -10 - 8 - II - 4 -. o • II II 10 IIANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IS65019) () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IS65020) II MSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-S.2
-S2 -so
- 8 - e - 4 - 2 o 2 8 8 10 u
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8650191 0 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(8650201 n: MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH







-1. 500 21. 000 0.000
RFFERENCE INFORMATION



















































- 8 - 8 -. -I 0 2 •
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
II 8 10 11.
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lBII501111 t:) NSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
lBU020i ZI NSFC NT 5U SHUTTLE LAUNCH


























































ANGLE OF ATTACK~ ALPHA. DEGREES
-1.2
-12 -10
- 8 - 6 - 4 - It o It 6 8 10
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF"JGURATION DESCRIPTION
1865019 1 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
18650201 n MSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH




oRBIN THE TS BE TA
D.OOO
-1.500 0.000
-1.500 21. 000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
111150191 0 MSFC TVT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
111150201 n MSFC TVT 5,. SHUTTLE LAUNCH







-1.500 U .000 0.000
RErERENCE INFORMATION
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ANGLE DF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 - 8 - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 e 8 aD al
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB6501il C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IB650201 II MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH reOI
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DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18850181 n MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IS850Z01 II MSFC NT 5$4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(S85022 1 <> MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 4.8950 SQ. IN
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10






NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC NT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH



















ZMRP 0.1616 IN •.
seA LE 0.0034
MACH .60 PAGE 97
CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS (400 INCH TANK)








4.- - ~~ A
-- '"'---.A. &
....., ih- ___
-&0 -. -. - 4 - e o e 4 • &0 &I
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET Sl'MBOL CONF"lGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Be'Dle) <>Cl DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS(BU020) 2I MSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T20&
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- " - 4 - 2 o . 2 • I 10 11





MS~C TWT 5S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MS~C TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAuNCH














SREF 4.8950 SII. IN
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- 8 -. -4 -I 0 I 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
• • 10 Ie






















SREF 4.8'50 S.; IN
LREF 2.6440 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - 6
- 4 - 2 o 2 6 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B65D191 0 NSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B65D20 1 n: NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - II - 4 - a o 4 II • 10 l2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1••50191 () MSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
lBUDZD) ZI MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH







-1.500 21. 000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS (400 I~H TAN<l












































- 8 -. - 4 - II o II 6 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB6'DUI c.. DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
1B65020 I n NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201
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CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS (400 It<<:H IANO






















































- 8 - 8 -. - I o I • I 8 10 u
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CB65DU 1 0 MSFC NT n. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB65D201 II MSFC TWT n. SHUTTLE LAUNCH









SREF •• 8950 SQ. IN
LREF 2.8•• 0 IN.
BREF S.525D IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-iD
- 8 - II
- " -.
o 8 10
DATA SET SYN80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18650191 0 NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
18650201 n: NSFC NT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B8'0181 [.) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(B"D2DI II MSFC TNT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201
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11110•6IIo- II- 4





























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIl;URATION DESCRIPTION
(B650191 0 MSFC NT 5U SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B650201 ZI MSFC NT 5U SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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MSFC NT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH














SREF •• 8950 SQ. IN
LREF 2.6•• 0 IN.
BREF 5.5250 IN.
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CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS (400 INCH TANK)
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-12 -10 - e
- 8 - 4 -. o 2 10 12
DA TA SE T SYMBOL COtIF IGURA TlON DESCRIPTION
(865019) 0 MSFC TWT ;;;4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865020) II MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-sa - e - 8 - 4 - a o e 4 e sa Ie
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYM80L COHFI&URATION DESCRIPTION
(8&50U) Cl MSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(8&5020) II MSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS (400 INCH TANK)





























































-aD -. -. -4 -I 0 1 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
• • II
DA'" SET S'IIIBOL CONI'IGURATlON DESCRIPTION
IB65DUI Cl IISFC NT 534 SHUTTLE .LAUNCH
IB650IDI ZI
O
IISFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865019) () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
1B6S020) Zl MSFC TWT 554 SHU TiLE LAUNCH T20l






sREF •• 8950 SQ. IN
LREF 2.6•• 0 IN.
BREF 3.5250 IN.
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CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS (400 INCH TANK)













ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 - 8
- e - 4 - 2 o 2 I 8 10 IZ
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8650191 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B650201 n MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS (400 ItDf TAtiO





















































- 8 -. - 4 - II o II • • 10 II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB65DU) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(865020) II HSFC NT 5U SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-lO
- 8 .- e
- 4 - 2 o 2 8 lO II
DATA SET· SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB6'019) (,) MSFC TWT .'S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IBUOIO) II MSFC TWT 5S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-ae -lD -. - 8 - 4 - Ii! D Ii! • 8 lD a.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C865DI91 Cl NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
C86502DI ZI NSFC TWT 5U SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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C~NFIGURATI~N BUILD-UP EFFECT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS (400 INCH TANK)
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-lD -. - II - 4
- 2 o 2 4 6 • 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB6SDlSl 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB65020) II MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS (400 INCH TANK)























-so - 8 - 8 - 4 - I o I 4 8 II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOl. CONFIGURATION OESCRJPTJON
(B650U) 0 MSFC TWT 1154 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B65020) ZI MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-SD
- I - e - 4 - a o a 4 I I SD II
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1865DS81 () DATA NOT AVAILA8LE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
18650201 Zl HSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 120S
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA S£T SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
"( 865018 I 0<> MSFC NT n4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH(8650201 II M$FC NT n4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.55 .50 .15 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 - ••5 -.50 -.55 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DA TA SE T SYMBOL
IB65D19 I 0
I B65D2D I II
IB65D221 <>
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 55.. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 55.. SHUTTLE LAUNCH














SREF ·... 8950 SQ. IN
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.40 .11 .10 •all .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.'5 -.SD -.15 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IBUDle) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IBUDeD) IS MSFC TVT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH raOl
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.1I5 .1ID .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.lID -.1I5 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B65019) 0 NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B85020) IS NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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•• 0 .S5 .10 ••5 .20 .a5 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.a5 -.10 -.15 - •• 0
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18UOU) CJ MlIFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
1865020) Zl MSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.40 .55 .50 .e5 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.50 -.55 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB650U) 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
1B65 020) n MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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••D .55 .5D .e5 .eD .as .SD .05 .00 -.05 -.so -.S5 -.10 -.15 -.50 -.55 - ••D
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION L'ESCRIPTION
18850U) n MSFC NT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB85020) II MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.55 .50 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.50 -.55 -.40
PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lB650191 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
lB65020) ZI NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201
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-1··.4D .15 .SO .15 .10 .15 .ID .D5 .DD -.D5 -.ID -.15 -.ID -.15 -.SD . -.S5 -.4D
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IBUOlel 0 MSFC NT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB850201 ~ MSFC TVT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - II - 4 - I o 2 8 II
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B6'00I) 0 MSFC TWT '34 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B65Un) n MSFC TWT '34 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B6'002) § MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BU020) MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865004) MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DA TA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURA TIOH DESCRIPTION
(S65001) £:) MSFC TVT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 11
(S.501') ZI DATA NOT AVAILASLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(S.5002) ~ MSFC TWT 134 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOI
(S65020) MSFC TVT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201
(S.5DD4) D MSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TIOISI
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TANK DIAMETER EFFECTS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS





















































-n -. -. -4 -I a 1 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
• • 10 12
DATA SET SYN80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
/ 8650DS 1 0 NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
/8UOUI 21 NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
/ IUDD' 1 § NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
/86902111 D NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
/ BUDD41 NSFC TWT 5.4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH






TlOISI -1.500 21. 000 0.000
nossl -1.500 21.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFJlHJRATlON DESCRIPTION
(BS5DD11 0 M'FC TVT 534 'HUTTLE LAUNCH
(BS5Dllf) II M'FC TVT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BS5DDII ~ MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(IIS5DIDI M$FC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BS5DD41 D M5FC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BS'DIII . MSFC TWT '34 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
REFERENCE INFORMATION









- 6 - .. - 2 0 2 .. 6






TlOlSl -l.5DD 2l.DDD 0.000
T20Ul -l.'!lD IS.DDD 0.000
8 Ie
MACH 1. 10 PAGE 132
TANK DIAMETER EFFECTS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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-ae -10 - 8 - II - 4 - e o 2 4 II 8 10 1II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBIN THETS BETA
( B650011 ~ MSFC TWT .54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl 0.000(B650191 MSFC TWT .54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T2 0.000
(B650021 § MSFC TWT .54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOI -I •• 00 0.000(8650201 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201 -1.500 0.000(8650041 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01Sl -1.500 21.000 0.000
(8650221 D MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE L.AUNCH T20lSl -1.500 21,000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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& ~- --"""1"'1 -..-~-=-~~ - ........ ....... ~~.....JiI
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~~ :::::::e:
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DATA SET 'YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1B65001) 0 MSFC TWT'54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
1B850n) ZI M,FC TVT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
1B85002) § MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB8'020) D MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB850lU) MSFC TWT'54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
1B8501l) MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
ANGLE. OF
REFERENCE INFORMATION




























TANK DIAMETER EFFECTS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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-S2 -so -. -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • so








MSFC TWT.54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 11
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT .54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 1101
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 1101S1
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TANK DIAMETER EFFECTS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS















































- 8 - 8 -. - I o I 8 8 10 II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBIN THETS BETA
(865001) ~ NSFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE L.AUNCH n 0.0001865Dlll) NSFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH 12 0.000
18UOOe) ~ NSFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOl -1.500· 0.00018UDeO) NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTL.E LAUNCH 1201 -1.500 0.0001865004 ) NSFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH noul -l.500 21.00U 0.000
18uoa2 ) D NSFC TWT 55. SHU!TLE LAUNCH TtOUI -1.500 2l.DOO 0.000
MACH 4.96
REFERENCE INFOR~ATION
















































- B - .
- 4 - 2 o 2 4 • B 10 \2








MSFC TWT S54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH






110151 -1.500 21.000 0.000
T20151 -1.500 11.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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-u. -10 -. - 8 -. - I o 4 • aD al
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYH80L CoH"JGURATlON OESCRJPTlON
18UOOS I 0 HSf>C TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n
18&501111 ZI DATA NOT AVAJLA8LE ,.OR ALL CONDITJONS
18U0021 § HS,.C NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH not
18&50201 D HS,.C NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TaOI
18&5004 I HSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n01SI







-1.500 21.000 .• O.OliO
REFERENCE IN,.ORNATION



















































- 8 - II - 4 - I o I 8 10
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OA TA SE T STMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBIN THETS BETA
(B6S0DI) ~ MSFC TWT 5'" SHUTTLE LAUNCH n 0.000(B650191 MSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T2 0.000
(B6S0D21 § MSFC TWT 5'" SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOl -1.500 0.000(B6S0201 MSFC TWT " .. SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201 -1.500 0.000(B6500.. I MSFC TWT " .. SHUTTLE LAUNCH 1101$1 -1.500 21.000 0.000
(865022 I D MSFC TWT 5'" SHUTTLE LAUNCH T2')1 Sl -1.500 21.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 a 2 8 • aa ••
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I B65001 1 0 NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB650U) II NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IBUDOe) ~ NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IBIIS02D) D NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
1811'004) NSFC TWT S1I4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
1811S022 1 NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH






n01S1 -1;500 21.000 0.000
T::OUI -1.500 21.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORNATION
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1.2
-12 -10
- 8 - 6
- 4 - 2 o 2 8 12
DATA SET SYNSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I S65 0011 0 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IS65019) II NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IS650021 § NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IS650201 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IS65004) NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH






nOlSl -1.500 21.000 0.000
T20lSl -1.5011 21.1100 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION













































DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BUDDI) t:) MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BUOU) II MSFC TWT 5S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B85002) § MSrC NT 5se SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(885020) D MSFC TWT 5S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH(BUOD4) MSFC TWT 5se SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BU022) MSFC NT sse SHUTTLE LAUNCH
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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1101SI -1.500 21.000 0.000
TIOISI -1.500 ILODO 0.000
8 10 II
MACH 1.97 PAGE 142
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-S.D
-10
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 10 12
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865 1'01) 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl
(8651'19) n DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(865002) § NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOI
(865020) NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201
(865004) NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01SI
(865022) D MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T20iSI
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- 8 - e -. - 2 o 2 e • so &.ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DA TA SET SYIlBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBIN THETS BETA REFERENCE INFORMA 11 ON
IBII5001 I ~ IlSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 11 G.DDD SREF 4.8950 58. INIBII50191 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T2 0.000 LREF' 2.11440 IN.
IBU0021 § MSFc NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 1101 -1.500 G.DGG BREF' 5.5250 IN.IBII50201 IlSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 1201 -1.500 G.ODD XIlRP 5.4900 IN.IB1I50Q41 MSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 110151 -1.500 2LDDD 0.000 . YMRP 0.0000 IN.
IBII50221 D MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201U -1.500 21.000 O.DGG ZMRP 0.16111 IN.
SCALE 0.0054
MACH 4.96 PAGE 144

























































-10 -. -. - 4 - I o I 6 • 10 I.
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865001) 0 MSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865019) n MlIFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865002) ~ MSrC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
186502D) MSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865004) MSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
18U022) D MSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH






Ta01SI -1.500 21.000 0.000
T2"1$1 -1.500 21.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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TANK DIAMETER EFFECTS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS






























































-10 "- . - 6 - 4 - I o 4 • • II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BUOOI) 0 NSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n
(8ll50U) ~zs DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COf/DITIONS
Ull500e) NSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOI
Ull5DeO) IISFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201
(8ll50D4 ) IISFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNC"H nOI SI
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- II - 6 - 4 - I o I 4 6 II so III
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I B6.DOI' Cl MSFC TWT "4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB6.019) II MSFC TWT "4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB6.002) § MSF'C TWT "4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB6.02D) D MSFC TWT "4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
I B65004 J MSFC TWT "4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
I B6.022) MSFC TWT.14 SHUTTLE LAUNCH











SREF 4.8950 SQ. IN
LREF 2.6440 IN.
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TANK DIAMETER EFFECTS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS





































































- 8 -. -. - I o I • • • 10 II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OA TA SET SYNBOL CONF IGURA TlON DESCRIPTION
IB&SOOII 0 NSFC NT 51. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
I BUOn I II NSr-C NT 5U SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IBUOOIII § NSFC TWT 1lI4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
I Bes 0110 I D NSFC TWT 1lI4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IBeS0041 NSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-12 -10 - 8 - . - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DA TA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBIN THETS BETA
186500S) ~ NSFC TWT 5U SHUTTLE LAUNCH n 0.00018650S9) NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n 0.000
1865002 ) §. NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOl -1.500 G.DDDIB65020) NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOl -1.500 0.000IB65004 ) NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOlSl -1.500 2S.DDD 0.000
1B65022) D NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOlSl -1.500 2J.DDD 0.000
REFERENCE INFORNATION
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TANK DIAMETER EFFECTS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
































































- 8 -. - 4
- e o 2 • 8 to II
DATA sET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IBII5DDII n NSFC TWT.54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IBII5DUI II NSFC TWT.54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
I BII5D021 § NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IBe.020) D NSFC TWT ••4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IBII50lU I NSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB1I5022) NSFC TWT ••4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH






n01S1 -1.'00 21.000 0.000
T201S1 -1.'00 21.000 0.000
REFEREHCE INFORNA T10N
SREF 4.8150 SQ. IN
LREF 2.6440 IN.
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- 8 -. - 4 - It o It 8 10 lit
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(869001) 0 NSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n
(869019) n DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(869002) § NSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH HOl
(869020) NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201
(869004) NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n01S1
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. ,
II10•"- 4 - , D , 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-so


































































DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB8'001) 0 NSFC NT ',4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IBUOUl) n NSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(861002) § NSFC NT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IS8'020) NSFC NT'34 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB5'004) D NSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 -. -. - 4 - I o I • • 10 II
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(SUDOl) CJ NSFC TWT 554 S:iUTTLE LAUNCH
(1l.5DUI) II NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(11050021 § N5FC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(1II.50BO) D NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(SUDD4) NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH






nOI SI -1.500 21. DOD 0.000
12elSl -1.500 21. DOD 0.000
REFERENCE INFORNATION
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- I - e - 4 - I o 1 e • II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET S'(MBOL CONF"IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B650011 0 MSFC NT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n
(B650UI II DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(8650021 § MSFC TWT U4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOI
(8650201 MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201
CB650CUI MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOISI
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DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18650DI) 0 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865019) n MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865002) § MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
I SUDZO) MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865004) MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
1865022) D MSFe TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH






nOSSI -1.50D 21.0DD D.DDD
Tl!CSSI -1.5DD 1!1 • DDD D.DDD
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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- 8 - e -. - II o • e I 10 II
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B&5DOII 0 MSFC TWT"4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B&5DUI II IISFC TWT"4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B&50021 § IISFC TWT"4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BUD2DI IISFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
. (B&5D041 IISFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(8850221 ~ MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH






TaOUl -1.500 21.000 0.000
T20Ul -1.500 21.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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-10 -. -. - 4 - I o I 4 • 10 II
D~TA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I 116'DDI 1 Cl NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IIl65DS91 II NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB65D021 ~ NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB65D2DI NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB65DD41 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE L~UNCH
IB65D221 ~ NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH






nonl -1.500 21 .000 0.000
nonl -1.500 21.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORNATION
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-&a -&0 -. -. - 4 -. o • 4
, , &0 u
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S65DD1) Cl MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(8UDIe) II MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(SUDDa) § MSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BUDIID) D MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BUDD4) MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BUDIIII) MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH






nOUl -1.5DD 21.DDD D.DDD
T20Ul -1.5DD 21.DDD D.DDD
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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-12 -10 - . - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • so II
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I B6500! ) n MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n
IBS501el ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
I Bs5 002 I ~ MsFC TWT 5,. SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOl
IBS50201 MSF': TWT 5,. SHUTTLE LAUNCH 120S
IBS50041 D MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nons
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- II - II -. - I o I 4 II • 10 lit ..
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BU0011 0 MSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BU DUI I n N&FC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B85001t1 ~ MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(IIUOItOI MSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BUDD. I MSFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BUOIt'1 N&FC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH






nOlSl -1.500 11.000 0.000
TIClSl -1. SOD 21.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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-so - . -. - 4 - I o I • so
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B6'0011 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BUOIllI z:s MSFC TWT '54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B6'OO.1 § MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B6'0101 D MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BUOO.Jj HSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BU0221 HSFC TWT '54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH






Tl01Sl -1.500 21.000 0.000
T.OtSl -1.500 .1.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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-sa - e - II - 4 - e o e 4 e aa a.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYIIBOL CONFJGURATION DIi=SCRJPTlON
IB6500&-) 0 IISFC TWT 5U SHUTTLE LAUNCH T1
IBG50S81 ZI DATA NOT AVAJLABLE FOR ALL CONDJTJONS
IBG50021 § IISFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOI
IB65020) IISFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOI
IB050041 IISFC TWT 5U SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOlSI
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- 8 - 6
- 4 - 2 o 2 6 8 so Ie
ANGLE GF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SE T SYMBOL CONFJGURATJON OESCRJPTJON ORIiIN THETS BETA
186'0011 ~ MSFC T14T '1I4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TI 0.000186'0191 NSFC T14T '1I4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T2 0.000
ISS'0021 § NSFC TWT '1I4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01 -1.500 0.000ISS50201 NSFC TI<IT '1I4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201 -1.500 0.000ISS50041 NSFC 11<1T '1I4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01S1 -1.500 21.000 0.000
IS650221 D NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TE01Sl -1.500 U.DDO 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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- 8 - II - 4 - I o 4 II 8 so ,SI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B650011 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(8650191 II MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(8e5001) § MSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(8115020) D M8FC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865004) MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(8115022) M8FC TWT 5U SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - 8
- 4 - I: o I: 4 6 8 !O II:
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
I B650011 Cl IlSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
I B65 0191 II IlSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
I B6500li! I § MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
I B650li!D I MSFC TWT 534 SHUTfLE LAUNCH
I B650041 MSFC T>lT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I B650DI ) Cl MSFC NT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
11l65DIll) II MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(1165002) ~ MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB65DID) MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IBe5DD4) MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BnOIl!) NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
- 2
REFERENCE INFORMATION



























-1.500 2J .000 0.000
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ANGLE GF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-lD
- "
- 6 - 4 - I D I 4 I lD II
DATA SET SYIlBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B85 0011 0 HSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE L.. UNCH n
(B85019) ZS DA TA NOT AVAI LABLE FOR .:L .. CONO IrIONS
(B65 002 1 § IlSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOI
(9650201 IlSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201
(B850041 D IlSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOtSl






-1.500 21 .000 0.000
-1.500 21.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORIIATION
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TANK DIAMETER EFFECTS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS






































.00-t~ -10 -. - G -. -. o • • • aD n
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBIN THETS BETA
IB6;;0011 ~ NSFC NT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n 0.0001.6501111 NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T2 0.000
IB650021 ~ NSFC NT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOI -a.500 0.0001.650201 NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201 -1.500 0.000IBU0041 NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOISI -1.500 21.000 0.000
IBU0221 D NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T20Ul -1.500 21.000 0.000
MACH 4.96
REFERENCE INFORNATION
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.115 .25 .20 .15 .aD .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15
-.20 -.25 -.110 -.115 -.40
DATA SET SYHBOl. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B65001) 0 HSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B65019) n~ NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865002) ~ NSFC TIoIT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B65020) NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B650D4) HSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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'-f7' i ~'J2( ~
r/<I r~ -----~
~
.'5 .'0 .25 .20 .S5 .SO .05 .00 -.05 -.SD -.S5 -.20 ..,.25 -.'0 -.'5 -.40
PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYNSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1SUDOl) 0 NSFC TWT 554, SHUTTLE LAUNCH 11
IS65D19) ZI DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
1BUDDe) § NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 1101
18&5020) NSFC NT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 1201
(865004) D IISFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 110SS1
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
!li6' DOS) 0 NSFC TWT '54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BUOle) IS NSFC TWT '54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(SUDOl!) ~ NSFC TWT '54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
lS6'D!!0) NSFC TWT '~4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(SUD04) NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH







TlO1Sl -1. 'DO 21.000 0.000
T201S1 -1.'00 21 .000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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. .4t' .15 .10 .25 .20 .15 .SD .05 .00 -.05 -.SO -.S5 -.20 -.25 -.10 -.15 -.40








NSFC NT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC NT 514 SHUTTLE _LAUNCH·
NSFC NT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 514 ·SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
.10 .2S .20 .n .ao .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25
-.10 -.15 -.40
OATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOj~ ORBIN THETS BETA
(865001 ) ~ NSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 11 0.000(B65019 ) NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T2 0.000
(865002) § NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 1101 -1.500 0.000(865020) "'SFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T201 -1.500 0.000(B68004) NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 110151 -1.500 21.000 0.000
(868022 ) D NSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T20151 -1.500 21.000 0.000
MACH 1.20
REFERENCE INFORMATION


















































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.S5 .so .Ill .10 .Ill .10 .Oll .00 -.Oll -.SO -.15 -.20 -.25 -.SO
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I B65001) 0 ·MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IBUDU) II NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
I BUDD2) § NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB65D2D) D NSFC TWT 5S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
I BUDD4) MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-a .1
.40 .lI5 .50 .15 .10 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.lIO -.lIS -.40
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IBUDOS I £:) NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE- LAUNCH 11
(Ba5DUI II DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(Ba50021 § NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 1101
(BUOIOI NSFC TWT 554 SNUTTLE LAUNCN T201
IBa50041 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 11015S
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TANK DIAMETER EFFECTS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS





































.40 .115 .SO .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.so -.S5 -.40
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865001) Cl MSFC TWT 'S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
C8UOU) ZI MSFC NT 'S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
18UOOIU § NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
CBUOIIO) NSFC NT 5,. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
186'004) D NSFC TWT 'S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
C8U01l2) NSFC TWT ,,. SHUTTLE LAUNCH






nOlsl -1.500 21.000 0.000
n:ossl -1.500 21.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMA nON
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-..
-'2 -'0 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 6 • '0 II
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B6'001l1 () MSFC TWT '114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-aa -10 -. - e
- 4 - e a e 4 • • Ie
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B.5aOSI r.l MSFc TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-12 -10 -. - I -.4 - 2 o 2 6 • 10 IISIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DA TA SET SYMBOL CONFI(;URA nON DESCRIPTION
IBUDDS) 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-II -so - e
- " -. - 2. .D • 1 • so II
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
DATA SET SYN80L CONFJGURATJON DESCRIPTION
(8.'0051 Cl NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH








SIiEF 4.U50 88. IN
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TANK DIAMETER EFFECTS ON LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
, , . . . , • •
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-,0
-12 -10





MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
















































































4 8 8 lO UI
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYIIBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B611DOII) 0 HSFC NT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.8
-Ill -10 - e - 6
- 4 - 2 D 2 4 6 8 10 u
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8650051 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 6 -4 - l! a l! 6 8 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA KT SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BUOOliI 0 NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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HSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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~ - ~~ .~
e
aeaD•82o- e-.
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
- 8- .-aD













































DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IS85DD, I 0 MSFC TWT 5'. SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 4.885 D sa. IN
LREF 2.844D IN.
BREF '.5250 IN.























































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10 - 8 - I - .. - I o 2 .. 8 10




NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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TANK DIAMETER EFFECTS ON LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS























































- 8 - 6 -. - 2 o 4 6 8 Ie
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CB65D051 Cl MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















MACH 1.09 PAGE lB8
TANK DIAMETER EFFECTS ON LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
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NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 4.8'50 -Sll. IN
LREF 2.6440 IN.
BREF 3.5250 IN.
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-sa - e - I - 4 - I o 2 I e sa sa,





MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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MSFC TWT 5$4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - e - 6 - 2 o 2 6 e 8 10
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CB6500,I r.l NSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.UI





NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 4.8950 SQ. IN
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- 8 - 8 - l! o l! 8 8 10 Ie
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRJPTlON
(BGSDDS I Cl NSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.12
-12 -10
- 8 - 6 - 4 - I! o 4 6 8 10 12
DATA SET SYHSOL CONFJGURATJON DESCRIPTJON
IBUD03) 0 HSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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TANK DIAMETER EFFECTS ON LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS























































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
pATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1B05I1I1') 0 HSFC NT"4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.12
-Ill -10
- 8 - 6 - 4 - II D II 4 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
l8U0051 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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TANK DIAMETER EFFECTS ON LATERALIDIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
























































-12 -ID -. - 6 - 4 - II D II 4 8 lD Ie
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFJGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BUOOll) 0 NSFC NT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - G - .. - 2 o 2 G 8 10
DATA S£T SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865DD51 () NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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MSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
-..
-.14 -.12 -.10 -.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .08 .08 .10 .12 .U
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB6l1DOll) 0 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-.1. -.Ie -.10 -.08 -.08 -.04 -.02 .00 .oe .04 .08 .08 .10 .11
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BS50DlI) () NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
-.8
-.14 -.12 -.10 -.08 -.De -.02 .00 .02 .04 .De .08 .10 .12
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8115001) Cl MSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH









































E) -.1 I---+----+--_+-----II---t---+--F-..---+----ll-----t---+---_+_----t----f~ Ii~ -.1 ~-+---+---+---+---+--J-hlII':......j~+---+---+---+----+--t---+-----t





_ •• ~ ...J__ _ '--'- _ -&-_"__'-L. ~ .....L._ ~_>_ ~
. -.14 -.&1 -.10 -.08 -.01 -.04 -.01 .00 .01 .04 .01 .08 .&0 .le .&4
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Be5DOS) C) NSFC TWT 5S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
-.'
-.8
-.S4 -.12 -.SD -.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .04 .06 .08 .SD .12 .S4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIlrURATION DESCRIPTION
IB65DD5l () MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-.s. -.sa -.SD -.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .04 .oe .08 .SD .SR .S4
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DATA 5ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18850051 C) MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
-.8
-.14 -.1Il -.10 -.08 -.Oe -.04 -.02 .00 .Ol! .04 .D6 .oe .10 .II! .14
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB65003) () NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-.a4 -.ae -.ao -.01 -.as -.04 -.oe .ao .a2 .05 .05 .ao .al
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Se'DDSl Cl MSFC TWT "4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH








SREF 4.89'0 SI. IN
LREF 2.6440 IN.
BREF S.52'0 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.40
-Ill -10 - e - e - 4 - I o I 4 I e 10
DATA SET SYNIIOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S65DD91 Cl NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(S650021 II NSFC TWT 5:54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH




















MACH .60 PAGE 209
EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS










DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CB8500e) () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
CB85002) II M,FC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOI
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.40
-12 -10
- 8 - I - 4 - 2 a 2 4 8 10
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C8UDD91 0 MSFC TWT '54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
C8UDD21 Zi .. SFC TWT '54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS


















































-ae -aD -. -. - 4 - I o a 4 • • au Ie






DATA NOT AVAJLABLE FOR ALL CONDJTJONS
IISFC NT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOI
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V/ V V91 JII
//1" '/ Vor' H









































-Ie -10 -. - I - 4 - 2 o 2 • I 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B6S009) () "SFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865002) n "SFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS




















































- 8 -. - .. - 2 a 2 .. & • iO ie
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





NSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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·A
.- .
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 8






DATA MOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDI TIONS
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TI0l
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DATA SET STM80l CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
Ue5001l) 0 MSFC TWT 5:54 SHUTTLE lAUNCH
(BUOOR) II MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE lAUNCH
(BUSO.) 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE lAUNCH
ANGLE OF
REFER5NCE INF~~MATION





































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1 ••
-12 -ID
- 8 - 15 - 4 - I D 2 15 8 10 11
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I B6500e) 0 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865002) ZI NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
Ie10•IoI48










































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OAYA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRJPTJON
IB6S0091 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IB650021 ZI NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH· TlOI
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1.1
-II! -10
- 8 - 8 - .. - I o I
"
8 10 11
DATA SET SYNSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IS650D91 () NSFC T~T 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
ISllSOOZI n; NSFC TWT"4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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1210B
R£FERENCE JNFORMATION
































EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
'.0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BS5DD8) () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(BSSDD2) ZI MSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOl
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1210864eo- e- 4
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 6-.-10



















































MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DE~CRIPTION
IBe5DD81 () MSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IBUDD21 II MSFC NT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH




















- 4- fl- 8-&0
-I.e
-Ie
MACH 1.97 PAGE 222








































- 8 - 8 -. - e o 2 e 8 10 u
DA TA SET SYN80L CONFIGURA TlON DESCRIPTION
(86500$1 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(8650021 ZI MSFC TWT 5:54 SNUTTLE LAUNCH TlOI
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-u -ao - . - 6 -. - It o 6 • ao u
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA ~ET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
/8e5008' () NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
I B650021 II NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS


























































NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS










- II - II - 4 - e o e 4 II II 10 1&
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B650Del () DATA MOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
18Uoo&1 ZI MSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TaOI
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EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS











... ~~.... .... ~-..:; ~
...... ~r
[;
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8550011) 0 NSFC TWT U4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BS.DD2) IS MSFC TWT "4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BSS SDS) 0 NSFC TWT U4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
R~FERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 4.8950 SQ. IN
LREF 2.6440 IN.
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EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS




































-10 -. - fl - .. - 2 o 2 .. • II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B6500', () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
18650021 II NSFC NT 5;S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH not
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10






MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE '.AUNCH
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- 8 - IS -. - e o e 8 ID II






MS~C NT 5501 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-la -10 - 8 - e
- 4 - 2 o 2 e 8 10 la
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
186500111 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
18650021 II MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOI
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EFFECT DF ORBITER INCIDENCE DN LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS







































-Ie -10 - 8
- IS - .. - 2 o 2 .. IS 8 10. u
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFJGURATJON DESCRJPTJON
18G5DDel () NSFC TWT SlI4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
18UDD2 I ZI NSFC TWT "4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-u -10 - e - I - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB650091 0 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB650021 II MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















YMRP O. DODD IN.
lMRP 0.1616 IN.
SCALE 0.0034
MACH .60 PAGE 233
EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS


















































-I:t -10 -. - 6 - 4 -. o • 4 6 6 lO u
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(885009) () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(885002) IS MSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TSOS










SREF 4.8950 SQ. IN
LREf" 2.8440 IN.
BREF 5.5250 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -to
- G - e - 4 - e o e 4 8 10 Ie
DATA SET SYMBOL CoNF"lGURATJON DESCRIPTION
1865001l) 0 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865002) II MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- I - 8 - 4 - t o I .. 8 I Ie
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B880091 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(BesDoe 1 n MSFC TWT n~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH 1101








































































- 8 - I - 4 - I D I I 8 III 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBIN THETS BETA
(B65DD91 ~ NSFC NT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOl 0.000 D.DDD(8ISSD1I2) NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOl -1.500 0.000(BISS SD8) 0 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOI -5.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION







MAC/-' 1.20 PAGE 237
EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
















































- 8 - I - 4 -. o 8 aD II!
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CBSSDOS) (.) MSFC TWT S'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
CBUDD2) ZI MSFC TWT ". SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10
- 8 . - 6 - 4 - I D I 4 8 10 II
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18650091 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
18650021 n MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 1101
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EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
















































-aD -. -. - 4 - II o e 4 • 8 aD a.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
185500111 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
18U002 I ZI MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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&2o- I- ..
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-&0

























































NSFC TWT ".. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT ".. SHUTTLE LAUNCH




















MACH .60 PAGE 241
EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE ON lONGITlIlINAL CHARACTERISTICS
II10••..Io- I-..-.- B-ID








































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET 81'IIBOL CONFIGURATION DE8CRIPTION
lBe,ooel () DATA IIOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
I BUODl! I ZS IISFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TSOI
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EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS















































-ll! -10 -. -. - .. - I o • • 10 II!
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET" SYMBOL CONFIGURATION'DESCRIPTION ORBIN THETS BETA
IB650091 ~ MSFC TWT 5S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl0l 0.000 0.000111650021 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 1101 -1.500 0.000
IBe5soe l <> MSFC TWT 5S4 SHUTTLE lAUNCH 1101 -S.OOO 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF ... 8950 SQ. IN
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-10 -. -. - .. -. o • .. 6 • 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI&URATION DESCRJPTJON
(8850011' 0 DATA MOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(805002' n MSFC NT"4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOI
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. . . .
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- e-10








































MSFC niT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS















































- G -. - II o II •
, 10 Ie
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA lET SYIIBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C'6'00" , 0 IISFC NT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
1865002' II IISFC NT n. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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A A .. ..
" "
II!10•62o- 4






































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B650091 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(Be5110e) z:s M5FC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOl
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- 0 -. - 4 -. o 4 I • II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BISDOS) C) MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(BUOD2) ZI MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
-s .11...0 .IS .50 .es .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15
-.20 -.25
-.50 -.55 - .40
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFJ&URATION DESCRIPTION
1865DD91 0 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB65DD21 ZI NSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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• lIS .10 ••5 .ao .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.10 -.15 -.10 -.15 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. eLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8650091 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(BU0021 II MSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOI
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.40 .55 .50 .15 .10 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.15 -.50 -.55 -.40






NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.00 -.D' - ••0 •••• ·.10 •••• -.10 ·.1' ·.40
.0'.10.18.10••e.10.18











































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA liT SYMBOL CONFltURATlON DESCRIPTION
C••,GG., Cl
O
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
C.'IDGI' IS M'FC NT 114 'NUTTLE LAUNCH TaO.















ZMRP 0 ••1.1 IN.
'CALE 0.0014
MACH 1. 10 PAGE 252














































.40 .55 .50 .25 .aD .15 .&0 .05
.00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.ao -.a5 -.'0 -.55 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1B45009 1 0 NSFC TliT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB550021 n NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SREF ".8950 SQ. IN
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-1.2.40 .15 .10 ••5 ••0 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.10 -.15 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B6,0091 0 MSFC NT n4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
fBU0021 ZI MSFC NT n4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, ClM
-L2
.40 .lI5 .lID .25 .20 .15 .SD .05 .00 -.05 -.SD -.15 -.20 -.25 -.lIO
-.lI5 -.40
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB65DD91 CJ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IB650021 II MSFC TilT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nos
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.115 .IID .15 .20 .S5 .SO .05 .00 -.05 -.SO -.S5 -.20 -.25 -.SD '-.S5 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
nUOD9) Cl MSFC NT 5S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(861002) ZI M$FC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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L---8"~ - -_ .
Cl"
ANGLE.OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.40
-12 -10 - I
- 15 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 15 I 10 12
DATA SET STMIOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1865010 I 0 NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - It o 2 4 8 8 aD II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFJGURATJON DESCRIPTION
IB650101 Cl DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITJONs











SRE.- ... 8S50 Sll. IN
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.40
-12 -10
- 8 - 6 - 4 - I o 2 8 10 11
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8650101 0 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-10 -. -. - 4 - I o 2 • • 10 II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET S.,NBOL CONFIGURATION DESCR.IPTION
(BeIlDIDI £:) NSFC NT IU SHUTTLE LAUNCH










SREF 4.a911o SQ. IN
LREF 2 ••440 IN.
BREF 1.1250 IN.
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- 8 - 8 - . - 2 o 2 8 lO la
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B65DlO) 0 MSFC TWT 5.. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF SRH CIRCUMFERENTIAL LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
















































-10 -. -. - 4 - e D I • so II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IS850101 () MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-aD - e
- IS - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 8 aD a2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18650101 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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-so - e - e
- 4 - a o 2 4 e e so se
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IS&50S01 0 MSFC NT U4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- B - . - 4 - 2 o 2 • 8 10 12




MSFC TWT 5:14 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-aD -. - e -. - e o e 8 aa Ie
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET S'(MBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CBS'OSOI r.l DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS








SREF ... 8950 S8. IN
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1.2
-Ill -aD - 8
- G - 4 - e o e 4 G 8 to II
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865010) 0 MSFC TWT U4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF SRH CIRCUMFERENTIAL LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS








































-I' -ID - & - & -. -.
°
II • II 8 ID
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATIOIl DESCRIPTION
(8850101 0 NSFC TWT 5'" SHUTTLE LAUNCH
































































- 8 - 6
- 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 10 II




MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH



























































- 6 - 4 - 2 o 6 8 so SIt
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFJ&URATION DESCRJPTlON
IBU0101 Cl MSFC TWT "4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 6 -. - It o It • 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865010) () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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-II -aD -. - I - 4 - I a I 4 II 8 III Ie
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIC;URATION DESCRIPTION
(BI5DID) (.) MSFC TilT ~'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTAC~. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10
- 8 - e - 4 - 2 o 2 e 8 10 12




MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF SRH CIRCUMFERENTIAL LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS





































-10 •• -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 8 so 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrl&URATION DESCRIPTION
IBSSOiOI () DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS



























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- I-.-10




































MSFC TWT 5:14 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF SRM CIRCUMFERENTIAL LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS











































- e - e - 4 -. o • 4
, e u
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BUDID) O. MSFC TWT '84 SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SREF 4.8950 SlI. IN
LREF 2.1440 IN.
BREF S .5250 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10
- IS - IS - 4 - 2 o It IS 8 10 lit
DjlU SET SYMBOL CONFJGURjlTlON DESCRJPTlON
(865010) 0 MSFC TWT". SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SREF" •• 8950 SQ. IN
LRFF 2.8•• 0 IN.
BREI' 5.5250 IN.
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- 8 -. - I o I • • • 10 la
DATA SET SYMBOL COHFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOH
CB650101 0 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF SRH CIRCUMFERENTIAL LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
se1084IoI4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
810





































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B65010) [) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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-10 -. - e - 4 -. o e 4 • 10 .,
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BO'DIDI Cl MSFC TWT "4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH











SREF •• 8"0 SQ. IN
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EFFECT OF SRH CIRCUMFERENTIAL LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS



















































- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 6 8 10 Ie
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B650101 0 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - Ii D 4 8 • II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRJPTION
18650101 C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE GF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10
- 8 - IS - 4 - 2 D 2 II 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B65010) 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF SRH CIRCUMFERENTIAL LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
. . ... . . . .
A A A A A~ A
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- 8 - e - 4 -. o • 4 • B 10 II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
/8850101 0 MSFC TWT U4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -so - e - e
- 4 - 2 o 2 6 e 10 12
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8650101 0 M5FC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET STMeOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18650101 () MSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10
- 8 - 8 - 4 - I D I 8 10 u
REFERENCE INFORMATION













DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS





















IIao8e4•o- 2- 4- e-.-10









































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONI'IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B8'01DI 0 MSFC TWT "4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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... A -.:: '-
-A A r---~
- -- t--- u
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-1D
- 8 - 6 - 4 - . o • 4 6 8 lO 1.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




MSF"C TWT 5~4 SHUTTLE lAUNCH
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EFFECT OF SRH CIRCUMFERENTIAL LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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-Ill -10 - . - IS -. - . o • • IS 8 10 II
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B65010) () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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EFFECT DF SRM CIRCUMFERENTIAL LDCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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-12 -10 -. - II - 4 - I o I II 8 10 12
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865010) (.) NSFC NT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF SRM CIRCUMFERENTIAL LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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-se -ao -. - 6 - .. - 2 o 2 .. • • so 11
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865010) 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10





MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-ao - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 8 10 II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL e:ONFlGURATlON DESe:RIPTION
C8650101 £:) NSFe: TWT 5:14 SHUTTLE LAUNe:H
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - I o 2 8 10 12




DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
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-10 -. - 8 -. - 2 o 2 • 8 10 .2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DI.TA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRJPTJON
1865DI0) 0 MSFC TWT 5:5. SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SREF ".8950 SQ. IN
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.1l5 .1l0 .10 .n .&0 .05 .00 -.05 -.&0 -.n -.10 -.15 -.1l0 -.1l5 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B65D1D) [.) MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.55 .ao .IS .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.ao -.as -.20 -.25 -.ao -.a5 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB65010) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IB65004) II MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tloua
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.'0 .e5 .eo .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.eo -.e5 -.'0 -.1I5 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURHION DESCRIPTtON
Cll65DJOl 0 NSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.'5 .'0 .2' .20 .S5 .SO .05 .00 -.05 -.SO -.S5 -.20 -.25 -.'0 -.'5 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lB650101 0 NSFC TWT"4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.40 .50 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.50 -.55 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
O~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865010) 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SIlEF" 4.8950 SQ. IN
LREF" 2.6440 IN.
BIlEF 5.5250 IN •
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MSFC TWT 584 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. ClM
.55 .25 .20 .&5 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15
-.20 -.25
-.55 -.40
O~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB650SDI () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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-a .1.40 .a5 .ao .15 .10 .S5 .so .05 .00 -.05 -.SO -.S5 -.10 -.15 -.ao -.a5 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BUDaO) 0 - "SFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LllUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.8
-12 -10 - 8
- 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 8 10 12
DATA SET 'YM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8850111 () NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-12 -10 - e - 8 - 4
- 2 o 2 6 e 10 11
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B65011) () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-,8
-II! -10 - 8 - 6 - 4
- II o II 4 e e 10 III
DATA SET SYNeOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865011) 0 NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 6 -. - I o I 6 • lD u
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BUDU) 0 MSFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.8
-12 -10
- 8 - 8





MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 8 10 ..
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTJON
(BUOU) 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.8
-U! -10
- 8 - IS - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1865011) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 fl 8 ao II!
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1885011) n MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF SRH CIRCUMFERENTIAL LOCATION ON LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

















































-12 -10 - e
- 6 -. - I o I 6 8 lD al
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB65011) 0 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 a 2 I 8 iO i.
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
/8UOU) Cl DATA NOT AVAlLA8LE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
/ 8U005 ) ZI MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOl Sl
OR81N THETS
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 6 8 10 12
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B650U) 0 NSFC TWT 554 'SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- e - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 e so SI
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I 8650U I 0 NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE !.AUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.14
-12 -10





MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-'2 -'0 - . - 6 -. - 2 o I! 6 • 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB65DU) [.) NSFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF SRH CIRCUMFERENTIAL LOCATION ON LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
















































- 8 -. - .. - 2 o 2 .. 6 8 &0 II
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(6650111 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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- 8 - e - 4 - I o e 4 e 8 aD a.
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFJGURATION DESCRJPTlON
I BUOU I Cl NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865011) 0 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 4 - II D II 4 8 8 10 sa
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMIOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
fB8501l1 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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EFFECT OF SRH CIRCUMFERENTIAL LOCATION ON LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS























































- 8 -.. - I o 2 .. 8 • lD II
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18650U) 0 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-10 -. -. - 4 - I o I 4 • • ID
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA lET SYMBOL CONFI&UltATION DEICRIPTION
caUOII) n MIFC TWT 1lI4 IHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF SRM CIRCUMFERENTIAL LOCATION ON LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS




























































MSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BUOll) 0 NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH


































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.S2
-S2 -so
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 6 • so u




DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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- 8 - 8 - .. - 2
°
2 .. II 8 10
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB65DIS) £:) MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH



































































YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
-..
-.14 -.12 -.10 -.0. -.06 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .11 .U




NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-.14 -.11 -.10 -.08 -.08 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .04 .06 .08 .&0 .i2 .14
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (SOoY AXIS)
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B650111 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
-.12 -.lD -.D8 -.D6 -.D4 -.D2 .00 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .12 .14
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lS65D1l1 0 MSFC TWT '54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-.Il! -.10 -.08 -.08 -.02 ·.00 .02 .0. .06 .08 .10 .le .14
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lB6l1011) () MSFC TWT ~154 SHUTTLE LAUNCH


































































YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
-.8
-.'4 -.12 -.10 -.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .12 .14
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18650111 0 MSFC TWT 5:54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF SRM CIRCUMFERENTIAL LOCATION ON LATERAL/OIRECTI(J4AL CHARACTERISTICS
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)




MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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YAWING M~MENT COEFFICIENT. CYN eSOOY AXIS)
-.&2 -.10 -.00 -.D8 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .&2 .14
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B650111 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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-.12 -.10 -.08 -.06 -.114 -.02 .00 .02 .114 .06 .08 .10 .n .14
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B6501l) 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF SRM NOSE AND END FAIRINGS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- e - II - 4 - 2 o 2 II e ID 'I!
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SY'MeOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CB65D04) 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n01S1
CB65017) II MSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOlS2
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 - 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 a 2 6 8 10 12





MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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NSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF SRH NOSE AND END FAIRINGS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS























































MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF SRH NOSE AND END FAIRINGS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
















































- e - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 e 10 II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I B65D041 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH-
18UDI71 ZI MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF SRH NOSE AND END FAIRINGS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS







ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.40
-12 -10
- 8 - 8 - 4






. NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOlSl
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 8 8 lD u
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
IB65DD4) 0
IB65 017 ) II
IB65DU) <>
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC NT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC NT S1l4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH






















ZMRP . 0.1616 IN.
SCALE D.DDl!4
MACH 4.96 PAGE 344








































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-I.e
-U! -to






MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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HSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01Sl
HSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01S2
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1.0
-loll
-12 -so - 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 • 8 so III
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B65004) () MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B650171 II MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH




































































-so - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 6 8 10 I.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
186500.) 0 NSFC TWT 5,. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
1865DIT) II NSFC TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SREF •• 61150 SQ. IN
LREF 2.6UO IN.
BREF 3.5250 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-I.e
-III -aD - 8 - 8 - 4 - II o II 6 8 10 II
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B650041 0 NSFC TWT S54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B650171 n NSFC TWT S54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-12 -10 -. - 8 - 4 - e o e 4 8 8 10
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18850041 f.) NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
18.50J71 II NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-&.0
-I.e






MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOUI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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- 8 - 8 -. - 2 o • 8 • 10 I.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





MSFC NT ".. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC NT ".. SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SREF ".89'0 S8. IN
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10
- 8 - 6






NSFC TWT 584 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-12 -10 - I -. -. - I o I 6 I 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CBUD04) 0 MsFc TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOI51
(SUDH) ZI MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 110152
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10






MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- II - 45 - .. - I o a II 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18U0041 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IBUOIYI ZI MSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -ID






MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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( BU 025 ) <>
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 511. SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SREF •• 8950 SQ. IN
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EFFECT OF SRH NOSE AND END FAIRINGS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS











ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10
- 8 - 6 - .. - 2 a 2 8 10 12





MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH flOtSl
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-J2 -10
- 8 - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 8 10 11





MSFC TWT '34 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT '34 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF SRH NOSE AND END FAIRINGS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

















































-l. -lD - 8 - 8 - 4 -. o I! 8 8 l.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B65D04) n MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH H01Sl
(865017) II MSFC NT 5,.. SHUTTLE LAUNCH HOtsl!









































































- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 8 iD i2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBIN THETS BETA
(B65004 ) ~ MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH flOUI -1.500 21.001) 0.000(8650J7) MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH flOI S2 -J .500 21.000 0.000
(865025) 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH flOlU -1.500 21.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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-se -lD - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 8 iD II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB65D04) () MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IB65017) II MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10
- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 6 8 10 II





MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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MSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH










































































-. - I -4 -I a 1 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
I • I,D it
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1.001104) 0 HIFC TWT n. IHUTTLE LAUNCH nosal
1El0511H I ZI DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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EFFECT OF SRH NOSE AND END FAIRINGS ON LCt4GITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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- a - 0 -. -. -0 • 4 • a &0 u
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYIIBOL CONFIGURATJON OESCRIPTJON
C'6S0041 Cl¢ IISFC TWT sa4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
C.UOH) z:s IISFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH




















TIIRP O. DODD IN·.
IMRP o.lelo IN.
SCALE 0.DDa4
MACH 4.96 PAGE 368
EFFECT OF SRM NOSE AND END FAIRINGS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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-a2 -aD - II -. - 4 - 2 o 2 8 10 a.
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ISEl50041 0 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
10650171 ~ NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01Sl
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01S2
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10
- 8 - 6






NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFc TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 6 - 4 - I! o I! 6 II ID
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IBS50041 () NSFC TWT 5~4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IBe50171 n NSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH







































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-II! -10
- 8 - 8 - 4 - I o 2 8 8 10 11
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I B65DC4) 0 MSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
11I65C17) ZI NSFC TilT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF SRM NOSE AND END FAIRINGS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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FECT OF SRM NOSE AND END FAIRINGS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
















































-12 -10 - . -. - 4 - I! a I! 4 6 8 10
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B6,0041 0 MSFC TWT "'14 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 1101 SI
(B6,0171 ZI DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS





















MACH 2.74 PAGE 375
EFFECT OF SRM NOSE AND END FAIRINGS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS










































-III -lD -. - e - 4 - I o I I 8 lD 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B85DD4) n NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(885DS7) II NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.:U .110 .25 .20 .15 .AO .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15
-.20 -.25 -.110 -.115 - •• 0





NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 5::54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
























MACH •60 PAGE 377
."0.55.25.20.15.lD.05.00.05.SO
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.S5.20••5










- - - - - - - -



































DATA SET SYMSO~ CONFJGURATJON DESCRJPTJON
IS65D04) () MSFC TWT 534 SHUTT~E ~AUNCH TSOSSS
I S65DI7 ) ZI MSFC TWT 534 SHUTT~E ~AUNCH TlOS S2
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-1.2
.40 .55 .lID .115 .110 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15
-.110 -.115 -.lID -.55 -.40
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865004) () NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865017) ZI NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.S5 .SD .15 .10 .S5 .&0 .05 .00 -.05 -.&0 -.S5 -.10 -.e5 -.50 -.S5 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~JGURATJON DESCRIPTION
185500.. 1 0 MS~C NT"" SHUTTLE LAUNCH
lB55017 I n MS~C TWT".. SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SRE~ ... 8950 sa. IN


















































• lIS .50 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.1l5 -.50 -.55 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB6~D04l 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865017) n MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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PITCHlNG MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM




I 8&5 OS? ) n
IB85025) <>
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SREF 4.8950 SII. IN
LREF 2.6440 IN.
BREF 3.5250 IN.
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
-I.e
.4D .50 .25 .eo .15 •• 0 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.5D -.55 -.411





MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 1101 Sl
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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EFFECT DF SRM NOSE AND END FAIRINGS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS










































.40 .15 .50 .., .RO
.1' .10 .05 .00 -.05 -,10 -.15 -.eo -.R5 -,50 -.55 - •• 0
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865004) () MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(8650SY) II MSFC TWT 5,. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
- .- 8-la









































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Be' 005) 0 MsFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - II - 4 - 2 o II 4 8 iO II
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lS85DD') 0 MSFC TWT '34 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 'nOI SI
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. . ...















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-so
- S - e - ..





MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 8 8 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL COHrJGURATION DESCRIPTION
(885005) 0 NSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.8
-12 -10





MSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - I! o 4 8 8 10 II
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865005) Cl NSFC TWT 5U SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 6 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB65005) 0 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOISI
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-1. -10 -. - e
- 4 - II o II 4 e • to u
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IBII'OD'I 0 MSFC TWT '14 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-a2 -aD - 8 - 6 - .. - 2 o 2 .. 6 8 aD a2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B6S00S) 0 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-II -aD -. - II -. - e o I! • 10 II
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
( BU 005 ) CJ
(B65018) II
COM~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MS~C TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOISI
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-aD





MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH












- RCFERENCE INFORMA TION







MACH .91 PAGE 395
EFFECT OF SRH END FAIRING ON LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
. . . . . . . . . . . .
no.
A. - - IA IA AA ..
1-
















































- 4 - I! o I! 6 • 10 11
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB&5DD51 (.) M8FC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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. . . . .. . .
.
n..




SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.14
-lIZ -10
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 6 8 10 12




MSFC TWT '54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF SRH END FAIRING ON LATERALIOIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS


















































- e - 6 -. - 2 o 2 • 6 e 10 II





NSFC NT 53. SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SREF •• 8950 S'. IN
LREF 2.8•• 0 IN.
BREF 8.5250 IN.
























































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.14
-12 -so
- 8 - e - 4 - I! o I! e 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL COMFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18650051 0 MSFC TWT 5:14 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n01Sl
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-II -10 -. - 6 - /I o /I 6 8 10 I'
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BUDD'I 0 NSFC TWT 'U SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SREF 4.89'0 SQ. IN
LREF 2.6440 IN.
BREF , •.sUO IN.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.12
-12 -10 - 8 - 6 - .. - 2 o 2 6 8 10 &II
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DEsCRIPTION
(B6S DDS) (.) MsFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - e - 4 - I D 2 e 8 10 III
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA lIET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C8850051 () NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TI01S1
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.S2
-S2 -so - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 6 8 10 S2
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865005) 0 NSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 6 - .. - 1/ o 1/ 4 8 8 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB65D051 C) NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.12
-S2 -10
- e - II - 4 - II D II 4 II 8 so 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865005) () MSFC TWT 5S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF SRM END FAIRING ON LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
••1
••0
























































DATA SET S'(MBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S650051 (.) MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 6
- 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 8 &0 II!
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION D~SCRIPTION
1!l65005) 0 MSFC TWT 5~4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 110151
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-aD - e - e
- 4 - Ii! o 2 e e 10 u
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IBUDD5) 0 NSFC NT SlI4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH











SREF 4.8950 S8. IN
LREF 2.6440 IN.
BREF 3.5250 IN.
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
-.0
-.14 -.12 -.10 -.08 -.De -.D4 -.D2 .DD .D2 .04 .De .D8 .10 .12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B6SDDS) 0 MSFC TloIT 51. SHUTTLE LAUNCH





































































-.14 -.12 -.10 -.08 -.oe -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .04 .De .08 .10 .12 .14





MSFC TWT U4 SHUTTLE: LAUNCH nOlSl
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YAWING MCMENT CCEFFICIENT. CYN CBCDY AXIS)
-.EI
-.14 -.12 -.ao -.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .04 .06 .08 .aD .12 .a4




MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH




















MACH .91 PAGE 411
EFFECT DF SRH END FAIRING DN LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
.... .1
.14.11.SD.08.01.lU.02.00.02.lU.os• Oil.SD• II!







































YAWING MGMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CBUDD5) (:) MSFC TWT 5:14 SHUTTLE LAUNCH






































































YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
-.8
-.14 -.II! -.10 -.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 • II! .U
DA TA SET SYN80~ CONFIGURA TlON DESCRIPTION
(865DD5 I 0 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTT~E ~AUNCH
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,,'


















































-.14 -.12 -.10 -.08 -.DS -.04 -.D2 .DD .02 .04 .OS .OB .10 .12 .14
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BUDD') 0 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
-.8
-.14 -.12 -.10 -.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .12 .14
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B650051 () MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01SI































































-.1" -.12 -.10 -.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .11 .1"
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BUDD5) 0 NSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH











SREF ".8950 SQ. IN

















EFFECT OF TANK END FAIRING ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
-.4D
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - G - 4 - e o e 6 8 10 II!
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865004) 0 MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOUI


















MACH .80 PAGE 418
u!O86Ii!o- Ii!- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 6- 0-so





















































MSFC TUT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-so - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB6,0041 () MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF TANK END FAIRING ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS














- II -. -. - I o I • Ie
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET ,YMBOL CONFJGURATION DESCRJPTJON
CB65004' () MSFC TWT 5.4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH








SREF 4.8950 58. IN
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-so -. -. -4 -. 0 • 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
• • 10 II
DATA lET OTI4BOL CONFIIlUIlATlON OEaCIIIlPTlON
(DSSIl04) C) N8FC TWT ,.. IHUTTLE LAUNCH










aREF •• "'0 U. IN
LREF •• 8UD IN.
IIREF 1."'0 IN.
XHRP 1 •• 100 IN.
THRP 0.0000 IN.
INRP 0.1818 IN •
• CALE 0.001.
, _?n PAGE 421
EFFECT OF TANK END FAIRING ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS















































- I - 8 -. - I o I I • 10 11
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA 8£T II'NIOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
nUDD.) 0 NSFC TWT n. SHUTTLE LAUNCH











SREF •••850 SQ. IN
LREF 2.'•• 0 IN.
BREF 5.5250 IN.
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- e - e - 4 - 2 o 2 8 so 12




M5FC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01Sl
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- II - II - 4 - l! o l! 4 II II &0 II





NSFC NT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH




















MACH 4.96 PAGE 424
IIso86..2o- I- ..
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 6- 8-so












































CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
11165004' 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1.0
-I ••
-12 -10 -. - II -. -. o II • 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IBUD04' 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOISI
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-12 -so - 8






MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF TANK END FAIRING ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS











































- 8 - 6
- 4 - l! o l! 6 8 II





MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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1210862o- 2- 4


















































MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 10 II





MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8





NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T101S1
































































- 8 - 6 - 4
- 2 o 2 4 6 8 10
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB650041 () MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH











SREF 4.8950 SQ. IN
LREF 2.6440 IN.
BREF 3.5250 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-Ill -10





MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - e o 2 8 8 10 u
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET STM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(885004) 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TtOlSl
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -ID
- 8 - 6 - 4





NSFC TWT 114 SHUTTLE ~AUNCH
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EFFECT OF TANK END FAIRING ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
. . .










































-II -so - e
- 8 - 4 - 2 a 2 8 8 10 S2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OA TA SE T SYMBOL
(865 0114 1 CI
(B65D241 n
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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• . . . .





ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 10 12




MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF TANK END FAIRING ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS














































- 8 - 6 - 4 - It o It 4 Ii 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B65D041 0 MSFC TWT IIU SHUTTLE LAUNCH













SREF •• 8950 S8. IN
LREF" 2.6440 IN.
BREF 3.5250 IN.
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- 8 - 4 - II o 8 • 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
/ S650D4 1 0 MSFC TWT 154 SHUTTLE LAUNCH HOSSI
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- 8 - 41 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18&5DlU' 0 MSFC NT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 8 10 12
DA TA SET SrHBOL CONF IGURA TlON DESCRIPTION
/865D04) () HSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - e - 4 - 2 o 2 8 iD 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CB65DD.. I 0 MSFC TWT 53.. SHUTTLE LAUNCH n01SI











SREF ... 8950 SII. IN
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121086Io- I- ..
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- 8-10
.


























































MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.1110a••2o- 2-.- 6- a-to







































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOl,. CONFJGURATION DESCRJPTlON
CBU004) 0 MSFC TWT 5U SHUnl,.E I,.AUNCH











sREF 4.8850 58. IN
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. . .
- -
- A A -p.j ~



















































DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865004) 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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~~








- 8 - 1I - 4 - I D I 8 8 aD u
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18850041 0 MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10
- 8 - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 8 10
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(IS&5D04) 0 MSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOlSl
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- 6 ... - 2 o 2 I a so S2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IBUD041 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

























-----I" -~ i: ~ I""---...




































ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-u -10





MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 6 - 4 - II o 6 8 aD u





MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01SI
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. . . . . •
-
A-. -e-r--e..~ ..... .-
~ ~ I-. b
-
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10





MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- II - 6 - 4 - e D II .. II 8 so SII





MSFC TWT"4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH











SREF 4.8950 SQ. IN
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ulO8642o- 2- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- G- e-lD
. T -.- -~ . . ""r-T
.-~
u-...~ - I .....
--h.. -.............,
























































MSFc TWT 5S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- e
- 8-to.00-u






































DATA SET SYN80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865004) (.) NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-S2 -so - . - e - 4 - I o 2 8 so II!
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION'
(B65oo4) 0 MSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOSSl
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- 8 - 6 - 4 - I o I 4 8 8 10 II





MSFc TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.4D .30 .15 .eD .15 .10 .05
.00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.eD -.15 -.30 -.35 -.4D
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865 DD4 ) 0 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.110 .25 .20 .15 .10 .0' .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.110 -.115 -.40
PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. ClM




MSFC NT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 110191
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
-1.1!
.40 .50 .1t5 .20 •• 5 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.1!5 -.50 -.55 -.40
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(865004) 0 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.55 .as .aD .15 .so .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.ao -.a5 -.50 -.55 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B65DD41 Cl MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-1.11
.40 .1I5 .1I0 .25 .20 .S5 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.SD -.15
-.20 -.25 -.1I0 -.lIS -.40
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865004) 0 MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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MSFC NT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH




























































PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. ClM
-1.l!
.40 .55 .:SO .29 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.:SO -.55 -.40
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865004) 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 110151
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-s .e.40 .15 .10 .e. .eo .15 .&0 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.10 -.15 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB65D04) £:) MSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH






































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.8
-12 -10
- 0 - 6 - 4 - III o III 6 10 12





NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC rWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH















































































- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 8 10
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B8'007) () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(B8'OO') ZI MSFC NT '114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH flOUI
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865007) 0 MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865005) ZI MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BASELINE CONFIGURATION. LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACT



















































-12 -10 -. - & - 4 - 2 o 2 • 8 8 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IBI5DD71 <>() DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IB650D5') II MSFC TWT 5i4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T10lSl














SREF 4.8950 SQ. IN
LREF 2.6440 IN.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.8
-12 -10
- e - II - 4 - 2 a 2 II II 10 12
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865007) 0 MSFC TWT 5154 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865005) II MSFC TWT 5154 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-12 -10 - e
- 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 8 10
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB65DD71 () MlIFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
I BUDD5 1 II MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SREF 4.8950 SQ. IN
LREF 2.6440 IN.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-ID
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 D 2 II 8 lD 12
DATA SET SYM80L . CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(86'007) () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(86'005) ZI MSFC TWT '34 SHUTTLE LAUNCH H01Sl









































































- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 8 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BS5DD? I 0 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE L4UNCH
(BSSDD5 I ZI MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BASELINE CDNFIGURATIONG LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL 'CHARACT




















































- G - 4 - 2 D 2 4 6 8 1D 111





NSFC TWT '~4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT '~4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SREF 4.8950 SQ. IN
LREF 2.6440 IN.
BREF ~.525o IN.
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- 8 - 15 - 4
- 2 o 2
"
8 8 ID Ie
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B65DD71 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(BUDD51 2I MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOlSl
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.S4
-12 -so
- 9 - 6 - 4






NSFC TIJT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TIJT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BASELINE CONFIGURATION. LATERAL/OIRECTlONAL CHARACT
. . .
--















































-10 -. - 0 -. - I
°
I • o 8 aD al
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BS5DD7) () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(BSSDD5) II MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n01Sl
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EFFECT OF ANGLE DF ATTACK ON BASELINE CONFIGURATION. LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACT
. . .. . .
&. A




















































- 8 - (I -. - 2 D 2 • (I 8 10 12
D~TA SET SYMBOL CONF"I&URATION DESCRIPTION
IIlS5DD7) 0 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
CSS5005) Zl NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 8 8 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
IB8SDD71 0
I BU ODS I II
IB8SD061 <>
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT S34 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFe TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- S - . -. - II o I 8 ao u
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB6S0071 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
I BU005 1 ZI MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlO1S1
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- 8 - (3
- 4 - 2 o 2 4 IS o so
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYUBOL CONFiGURATION DESCRIP110N
(8650071 Cl NSFC NT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(8650051 IS NSFC TWT 5114 SIlUTTLE LAUMCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.12
-12 -10 - 8 - 8 - 4 - l! a l! 6 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865007) () MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865005) n MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH





















YMRP 0.0000 IN •.
ZMRP 0.1616 IN.
SCALE 0.0034




















































-a. -aa - e
- 6 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 6 8 la a.
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB85D071 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IB850051 II NSFC TWT 554 SNUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01SI









































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-to
- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 8 8 to t2
OA TA SE T SYMBOL
(El6'007) 0
(B6' DO' ) z:s
(BUDD6) 0
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-a2 -aD - e - II - 4 - I o 2 6 e 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB65007) () DATA NOT AVAlLABLE FOR ALL CONDITlONS
CB65005) ZI NSFC TWT 5;'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n01SS
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- 6 - 4 - e D 2 6 8 so se
D"U SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR.. TlON DESCRIPTION
186'D071 0 MSFC TWT ':54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
186'00'1 ZI MSFC TWT ':54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SREF 4.8950 SQ. IN
LREF 2.6440 IN.
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II1086IIo- II
- 4-.-.-10






















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DA TA S£ T SYMBOL
(BII5D07) 0
(865005) l!
( BII5 006 ) <>
CON~IGURATION O~SCRIPTION
MYC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NS~C TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SRE~ 4.'950 SQ. IN
LRE~ 2.6440 IN."
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - 0
- 4 - 2 o 2 4 II 8 10 12
DAU SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB65oo71 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
186500') Z! MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOlsI
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EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BASELINE CONFIGURATION, LATERALIOIRECTIONAl CHARAeT
. . . .. .
<--.














































-a2 -aD -. - II -. - 2 o II e aD II
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865007) 0 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(8115005) II MSFC TWT". SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
-.8
-.14 -.12 -.10 -.08 -.06 -.114 -.P2 .PP .02 .04 .06 .08 .SD .&2 .14
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B65 007) 0 MIIFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(IIUDD51 n MSFC TWT 5S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-.12 -.10 -.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .12 .14
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DATA SCT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Be5DD?l () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(BUDD5l II MSFC NT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 110151
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
-.8






MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-.14 -.le -.10 -.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .le .14
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8650071 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(8650051 II MSP'C TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01SI











































































YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
-.0
-.14 -.12 -.10 -.DB -.06 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .04 .06 .DB .10 .12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIC;URATION DESCRIPTION
(865007) 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865005) rs MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-.Ie -.10 -.08 -.06
-.04 -.02 .00 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .11 .14






MSFC TWT 5S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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IO@}















































YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
-.'
-.14 -.12 -.10 -.DI -.DI -.02 .00 .02 .04 .01 .08 .10 .12 .14
O"TA SET STMBOL CONFIl;URATION DESCRIPTION
cB650071 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
CB650051 Zl MSFC TWT 5:54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n01SI
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EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BASELINE CONFIGURATION. LATERALIOIRECTIOHAl CHARACT
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MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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12lD8642o- 2- 4























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865004' Cl MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865012) IS MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-aD -. -. -4 -I 0 I 4







MSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE I.AUNCH TSOISI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS














SREF •• 8850 S8. IN
LREF 2.64.0 IN.
BREF 5.5250 IN.
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ieiO864Io- I- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 6- .-iO




















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I B65004) 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
I B65012) n MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF FIN LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS


















































-aD -. - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 • aD a.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB650041 0 MSFc TWT 5S4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOSSI
18650121 II MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCli TlOISIF1
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - e - 4 - II D I e • 10 12
o"T" SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB6S0041 (.) NSFC TWT S54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
186'0121 ZI NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-aD -. - e - .. - e o e .. e aD u
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATJON DESCRI·PTJON
I B65D041 0 MSFC TWT '54 SHUTTLE LAUNC·H
UI650lel ZI MSFC TWT 554 'HUTTLE LAUNCH














































































-sa • • - 0 - 4 • I a I 4 •
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBIN THETa BETA
NSFC TWT U4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TSOI SI -1.500 11.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS -1.500 111.000 0.000







EFFECT OF FIN LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
. . . . . . . . . .
.J.




































-n -. - II •• -, 0 , •
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
II I iO ••
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTIOH
I 81150D.' 0 HSFC TWT 5U SHUTTLE LAUNCH
181150S.' II HSFe TWT". SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SREF 4.1'50 SQ. IN
LREF 2.1•• 0 IN.
BREF 1.5UO IN.
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- 8 -. -4 -I 0 I 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
e 8 10 12
D~T~ SET SYNBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
(BOSDD4) (:) NSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B6SIHZ) Zl NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-10 -. -. - 4 - I D I • • 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI&URATION DESCRIPTION
I BesD04) Cl MsFC rWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOUS
IBes012) II DATA NOT AVAILABL~ FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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II10•8Io- I- 4ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 8-.-10











































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
("650041 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(8650121 n MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SREF 4.8950 SQ. IN

















































-ID -. - II -4 -. 0 I 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
I II ID II





MSFC TWT 5U SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOlSa
MSFC TWT n. SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOa San
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12so88I!o- 2- 4














































DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865004) 0 MSFC TWT 5H SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865012) II MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - & - 4 - I o 2 4 6 8 10 II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB65DD41 0 MSFC TWT SU SHUTTLE LAUNCH fl01SI
IB6SDIII Z! DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITiONS































































- 8 - 6 - ..
- 2 o 2 6 8 so II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL
I B6500.. 1 Cl
I B65 OU!l II
IB650... ) 0
CONFJGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 5~" SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5~" SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SREF ".8950 sa. IN
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II10••Io- I- 4
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-10
. . . . . . . -r--r--r-' ~

















































D"U SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
111650041 0 MSFC oWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
18650121 ~ MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - & - 4 - 2 o 2 • 10 12






MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T:Ol SI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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12108•2o- 2- 4













--~- L..... -.; r---- I~~ r--
~ '- -r---~~ Iocl...~ I~ ~ -
--1:1-- It7-- _
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MSFC TWT SII. SHUTTLE :'AUNCH
MSFC TWT S54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH

















SREF 4.8950 SQ. IN
LREF 2.6.40 IN.
BREF 5.5250 IN.
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-10 -. -. - 4 - I D I 4 • • 10 II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
nUDD4) Cl MSFC TWT 1lI4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH flOUI
lIlUDU) II MSFC NT 1lI4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH flOUIFI
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121082a- 2- 4



































































NSFC TWT '54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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EFFECT OF FIN LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS















































- 8 - 8 -. - 2 o 2 II 8 10 12






MSFc TWT 554 SHUTTLE ~AUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-12 -10 - . - 6






MSFC rWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01S1
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - II o II 6 8 aD Ie






NSFC TWT '34 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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h _-A .. A
~r--:: A ~ "'- -A.





ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-11 -10






MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE "'AUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH











































































- 6 -.. - It o It .. 6 8 aD a2






MsFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH taoa Sl
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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A-~ -A.. r-. A~ ~


























































MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC NT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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. . . --r-r-r ...
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- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 6 8 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOl. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B650041 0 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE l.AUNCH fl01Sl
(8650121 ZI MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE l.AUNCH fl01S1F1











































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-10











































NsFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - I o 6 8 ID II






MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 6 - .
- 2 o 2 6 I 10 12





MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TIOISI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS










































































- 8 - 8 - .. - Ii! o Ii! 8 8 10 la






M$FC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10






MSFC TWT '3. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 334 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- ""'t:to I""--. 1M. -,. P-
-lO
- e - e - 4
- I o I! 6 8 lO I'
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8650041 C'l MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOUI
lB650121 II DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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~~ A.. __ A ~...
- --~ IA __
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-10 - 8 - 6 -. - 2 o 2 6 • 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DA TA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION ORBIN THETS BETA
(865004) ~ MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOI SI -1 .500 21 .OOC 0.000(865012) MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n01S1FI -1.500 21.000 0.000
1865014 ) <> MSFC TWT 53~ SHUTTLE LAUNCH no: S1F2 -1.500 21.000 O.C~O
~E~ERENCE INFORMATION
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EFFECT OF FIN LOCATiON ON LGNGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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- 8 -. - 4 - e o 2 6 8 10 Ie
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOlSl
NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01S1FI
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10
- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 8 10 12





MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC T"'T 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 8 -10 II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18UDD4) °
0
M$FC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
IBUDII) ZI MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAIJNCH








































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865004) 0 MSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE L"UN~H TlO1S1
(865012) ZI DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR At' CONDITIONS
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EFFECT OF FIN LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS










































- II - 8 - 2 o 6 8 III
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BU004) 0 MSFC TliIT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865012) II MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYN80L CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(8650041 0 NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(8650121 z:s NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.S5 .SO .20 .&5 .&0 .05 .00 -.05 -.Ii1 -.15 -.20 -.1' -.SO -.S5 -.40






MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOI SI
DATA NOT AVAILA8LE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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. . ~IIIV~ I









































.40 .55 .50 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.50 -.55 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
OATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(86'004) 0 HsFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
186'012) ~ NsFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.lI5 .lID .15 .20 .&5 .ao .05 .00 -.05 -.ao -.&5 -.20 -.25 -.lIO -.lI5 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8650041 0 NSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE l..AUNCH T10151
(8650121 z:s NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH T101S1F1
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.55 .eD .&5 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.&5 -.20 -.15 -.SD -.55 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB650D4/ 0 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
I B65D12/ n MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-& .2.40 .55 .50 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.15 -.50 -.55 -.40






NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH



































































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.50 .1!5 .I!O .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -.25 -.50 -.55 - .4C





MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH n01SI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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.15 .10 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.2D -.25 -.5D
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYIIBOL COHFIC;URATIOH DESCRIPTION
IBO'DD4J () IISFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
186'OUJ ZS MSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
























MACH 4.96 PAGE 544
12108eD- e-.

































































N$FC TWT 5 ll. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 511. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- 8 - 8
- 4 -2 o 2 4 6 8 10 lit







MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tt01S1
DATA NOT AVAILAB~E FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - II - 4 - 2 D 2 II 8 lD 12
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(86110011 I 0 MSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(86110131 ZS MSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(861101111 8 MSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH


























lMRP 0.1616 . IN.
SCALE 0.0014
MAr.H PAGF 547
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MSF':: TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH




























MACH 1. 09 PAGE 548
•EFFECT ~F FIN L~CATI~N ~N LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS






















































-12 -10 - 8
- 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 8 10 12





MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUIUTION DESCRIPTION
(8650051 0 MSFC TWT 5a4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(8850151 II MSFC TWT 5a4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865015) 0 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
















































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10 - 8 - fi - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 8 10 12
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I B65005) 0 MSFC TWT 5:14 SHUTTLE LAUNCH flOI SI
IB650n) n DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IB650H) 8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.1.
-Ie -aa
- 1 - II - .. - I o I .. 8 aD II!
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(e65005) 0 MSFC TWT S54 SMUTTLE ~AUNCM
(eUOU) ZS MSFe TWT 55. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(e65015 l 8 MS.-' TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH




























MACH .60 PAGE 553
/1 ~
EFFECT DF FIN LDCATIDN DN LATERAL/OIRECTIDNAL CHARACTERISTICS
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MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH flOISI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA t:vT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
























MACH .80 PAGE 554
1210862o- 2- 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
- 6- 8-10
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B65005) 0 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B65013) n MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B65015) 8 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH




























MACH .91' PAGE 555
1210662o- It- 4- 6- 8-10




























































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES






MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
























































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- 8
- G - 4 - 2 o 2 4 G 8 10 12






NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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MSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFc TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT U4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT U4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
REFERENCE INFORMATJON














- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ORBJN THETS ALPHA
T101S1 -1.500 21.0DO 0.000
T101S1Fl -1.500 21.000 0.000
T101S1F2 -1.500 21.000 0.000
T101S1F' -1.500 21.000 0.000
6 8 &0 &2
MACH 1.97 PAGE 558
1210•62o- 2
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
- 8- .-10

























































MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH TlOISI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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- 6 - .. - 2 o 2 6 8 10 Ie
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES






NSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTT.,.E LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-12 -10 - e - 6 - .
- 2 o 2 6 e 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBIN THETS ALPHA
1B65005) ~ MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE ~AUNCH nOI SI -;.500 21.00~ 0.0001B65013) MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOISIFI -1.500 21.000 0.000
IB65015 ) 8 MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOlSIF2 -1.500 21.000 0.0001B65016) MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOlSIF3 -1.500 21.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION







MACH .60 PAGE 561
EFFECT OF FIN LOCATION ON LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
.11
.10









































- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 6 10 u
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lB65DD5 I 0 MSFC NT 5'4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH nOlSI
lB65D15I II DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
lB65D151 8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-&0
- e - 6 - 4 - 2 D 2 4 6 e &0 &2
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
le65005) 0 MSFC TWT 5~" SHUTTLE LAUNCH
18650151 ZI MSFC TWT 5~" SHUTTLE LAUNCH
18650151 8 MSFC TWT 5~" SHUTTLE LAUNCH





















SREF ... 8950 SQ. IN






MACH .91 PAGE 563
EFFECT OF FIN LOCATION ON LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
r-y-- .- ....-r- ,..._ . -'r-To .,..
f-.---_. -
- --- -- -
- -































































-aD -. -. - 4 - I a I • IISIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA liT IYMIOL CONI'IGURATJON DEICUPTIOH
1.1500.1 ~ MI" TWT elI4 IHUTTLE LAUNCH
I 'UDU' M"C TWT elI4 IHUTTLE LAUNCH
I'UDU' MI'C TWT 114 IHUTTLE LAUNCH
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.12
-12 -lD
- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 D 2 6 8 10 12
CATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B650051 0 MsFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B650131 n MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(B650151 8 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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- e - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 8 lD 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES

























































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.12
-12 -10
- 8 - tI - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 tI 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8650051 0 MSFC TWT 5:54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH 110151
CB650UI n DATA NOT AVAlLA8LE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(8650151 ~ CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS
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III10•64IIo- II- 4- II-.-so
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MSFC TWT S54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT S34 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT S34 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT, CYN (B~DY AXIS)
-.S
-.14 -.12 -.10
-.0' -.06 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .04 .06 .DB .10 .12 .14






MSF' TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSF' TWT 5a4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSF' TWT sa4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-.11 -.10 -.08 -.01 -.N -.02 .00 .02 .DlI .08 .10 .11 .1.







MSFC TWT n. SIlUTTLE LAUNCH. 110151
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL C~DITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDJTIONS

















































































YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN eBOoy AXIS)
-.8







MSFC iWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH






























































































MSFC TWT "4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT "4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.14.12.10.08.06.04.02.00-.02-.04-.06-.08-.10-.12






















YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)







































CAr.< SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865005) 0 MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(86501ll)' n MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(865015) 8 MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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-.12 -.lD -.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .12 .14







MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE ~AUNCH
MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 5114 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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.'I r-rr- ~~T~
















































YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN CBODY AXIS)
-.8
-.14 -.12 -.10 -.08 -.06 -.IU -.02 .00 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .12
DATA SET SY"80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(865005) 0 IlSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH Tl01SI
(865015) ZI DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(865015) 8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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-.14 -.12 -.ID -.08 -.08 -.04 -.02 .00 .De .04 .06 .08 .10 .12 .14







MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC NT 514 3HUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 514 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 534 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
REFERENCE INFORMATION





























-1.500 2&. 000 0.000
5.0 5.5 •• 0
PAGE 577







































MSFC TWT 134 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
MSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NSFC TWT 554 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
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D.S •• D I.S e.D e.s s.D 5.5 ••D ••5 S.D s.s e.D
MACH NUMBER
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CeSODS) 0 NSFC NT S54 SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(CUODe) ZI NSFC NT llS. SHUTTLE LAUNCH
(ClIsoor) 8 NSFC NT llS4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH





















SREF 4.8950 SQ. IN
LREF 1.8440 IN.
BREF S.SISO IN.
XNRP S.4900 IN.
YNRP 0.0000 IN.
ZNRP D.IlIIS IN.
SCALE O.DDS4 .
PAGE 580
